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ABSTRACT
Legislative Language For Success
Sanjana Gundala

Legislative committee meetings are an integral part of the lawmaking process for local
and state bills. The testimony presented during these meetings is a large factor in
the outcome of the proposed bill. This research uses Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning techniques to analyze testimonies from California Legislative
committee meetings from 2015-2016 in order to identify what aspects of a testimony
makes it successful. A testimony is considered successful if the alignment of the testimony matches the bill outcome (alignment is ”For” and the bill passes or alignment is
”Against” and the bill fails). The process of finding what makes a testimony successful was accomplished through data filtration, feature extraction, implementation of
classification models, and feature analysis. Several features were extracted and tested
to find those that had the greatest impact on the bill outcome. The features chosen
provided information on the sentence complexity and type of words used (adjective,
verb, nouns) for each testimony. Additionally all the testimonies were analyzed to
find common phrases used within successful testimonies. Two types of classification
models were implemented: ones that used the manually extracted feature as input
and ones that used their own feature extraction process. The results from the classification models and feature analysis show that certain aspects within a testimony such
as sentence complexity and using specific phrases significantly impact the bill outcome. The most successful models, Support Vector Machine and Multinomial Naive
Bayes, achieved an accuracy of 91.79% and 91.22% respectively.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of the Problem

Legislative meetings are an integral part of the lawmaking process for local and state
bills. The testimonies presented during these meetings are a large factor in the outcome of the proposed bill. The purpose of this work is to build upon the Digital
Democracy government transparency platform in order to understand what language
makes a testimony successful. To remove any external biases such as the status of
the speaker or possible affiliations, only testimonies from lobbyist or general public
members are analyzed in this research. The language used in these testimonies has a
greater impact on the bill outcome compared to testimonies by legislative members
or elected officials. This information could be useful to lawyers, citizens, advocacy
groups, and other public interest organizations by helping them recognize what elements would improve their testimonies. Vice versa, this information could also aid
legislators in removing any sentiment or bias from a testimony, allowing them to focus
on the bill itself.

1.2

1.2.1

Background

Language’s Impact on Thought

In the mid 1900s, Linguists Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorf created the idea
titled linguistic relativity, which is a principle suggesting that the structure of a
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language affects its speakers’ perception or cognition. Essentially this means the type
of language used can affect the way people think and receive information. This is a
critical idea in fields that rely heavily on language, such as the legal and legislative
sector [25].
There are two famous experiments in the area of linguistic relativity done by Loftus
and Palmer in 1974 titled, “Reconstruction of automobile destruction: An example
of the interaction between language and memory.” In the first experiment, forty-five
American students were shown a footage of a traffic accident and the participants
were asked to estimate the speed at which the cars were going.

Figure 1.1: Results from Loftus and Palmer’s first experiment [30]

As depicted in the figure above, the results showed that changing the words describing a car crash in a video affected the speed estimated by participants although
they viewed footage from the same crash. In groups where words like “collided”,
“smashed”, or “hit” were used, the participants reported higher speeds compared to
groups who were asked “About how fast were the cars going when they contacted
each other?”

2

In the second experiment, three groups of participants watched footage of car crashes.
Two groups were asked a question prior to the footage, one using the word hit and
one using the word smash, and the last group was not asked any questions. A week
later, all participants were asked if there was a broken glass as a result of the crash in
the footage. Those primed with questions had a higher percentage of “yes” answers
even though the footage had no glass at all. Although there are external factors which
may affect the participants responses, both these experiments showcase that altering
the wording does provoke different answers of the same scenario [14].

1.2.2

Forensic Linguistics

Naturally linguistics plays a huge role in the legal field since much of the work in law
is dependent on language, either spoken or written. Lawsuits, indictments, pleadings,
briefs, legal opinions, testimonies, etc. are all documented and preserved in writing.
This relationship between law and linguistics led to a new area of study titled Forensic
linguistics [1]. Forensic linguistics involves the application of scientific knowledge
to language in the context of criminal and civil law. Linguists have testified and
consulted in all types of civil cases including trademark disputes, product liability,
discrimination cases, business fraud, and contract disputes.
Forensic linguistics study the language of written law, its complexity and origin, as
well as the use of language in forensic procedures. Some forensic linguists focus on
features such as punctuation, spelling, vocabulary choices, and grammatical aberrations in the writing, whereas others focus more on syntactic features such as number
of words per sentence, sentence length, number of long sentences, total number of
sentences, etc. These syntactic features are typically things the speaker or writer is
less likely to be consciously aware of [42].
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1.2.3

Digital Democracy

Lawmakers in California introduce an average of 5,000 bills during each legislative
session, which is a two year time period. However, they do not produce any transcripts
or minutes that capture the testimony, debate, and negotiations that occur. The
Brown Act was created to increase transparency for local governments, by requiring
governmental bodies to provide public notice of their meetings, post agendas of the
discussion topics, and provide public access to the meetings [9]. Since the Brown
Act applies only to local government, California’s state legislators exempt themselves
these requirements[2]. The majority of state legislature hearings are audio or video
recorded and made available to public through services like The California Channel
[49] for a maximum of 3 months. However, since the legislature does not provide
transcripts of these discussions, these recordings cannot be searched efficiently. This
requires constituents to scan potentially hours of video to find topics of interest. As a
result, the news, media, and public have no easy way to find out what happens during
these legislative sessions. This lack of transparency prevents civic engagements and
accountability.
In 2012, former State Senator Sam Blakeslee founded the Institute for Advanced
Technology and Public Policy (IATPP), a nonprofit, bipartisan organization at California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) in San Luis Obispo [18]. Three years
later, through private donations and student development, the IATPP launched Digital Democracy, an online platform for increasing government transparency and accountability [17]. Digital Democracy transcribes all state legislative committee hearing video recordings and creates a database of search able transcripts available to
users. This tool allows users to efficiently search videos by keyword, topic, date, or
speaker. These transcripts combined creates a robust database containing speakers,
testimonies, speaker’s positions, organizations involved, donations, bill outcomes, etc.
4

In addition to providing access to this information, Digital Democracy also focuses
on how this data can be meaningfully interpreted and acted upon, through various
projects such as “Predicting the Vote Using Legislative Language” and “Learning
Alignments from Legislative Discourse” which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. California was the initial focus of Digital Democracy, however this platform
was later expanded to Texas, New York, and Florida. For some time, the Digital
Democracy platform was the only source of state legislative records for one third
of US citizens. Unfortunately this project was discontinued in 2018 due to lack of
funding.
This research utilizes the Digital Democracy database to provide valuable insight on
the type of language used in legislative meetings and analyzes what aspects of testimony make it successful. With further development, this can become a powerful tool
for lobbyists, legislative members, and general public involved in state legislature.
Additionally this research applies to both traditional and newer machine learning
techniques to a diverse database and evaluates which models are best for text classification.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORKS

2.1

Predicting the Vote Using Legislative Language

Predicting the Vote Using Legislative Language by Cal Poly student, Aditya Budhwar, is one of the major works related to this research and also utilized the Digital
Democracy data set [6]. This research analyzed whether verbal utterances made by
legislators during the legislative process can indicate their intent on a future vote, and
therefore can be used to automatically predict said vote to a significant degree. The
statements made by lawmakers are only one factor in determining the vote, however
this research questions if those statements alone can be predictive to a significant
degree. The authors examined thousands of hours of legislative deliberations from
the California state legislature’s 2015-2016 session to form models of voting behavior
for each legislator and used the models to train classifiers and predict the votes that
occur subsequently.
Features such as volume of speech (number of words within the speech), number of
speech interruptions, speech sentiment, positive utterance ratio, negative utterance
ratio, and question count were extracted from the verbal utterances in the Digital
Democracy dataset, prior to ingestion into classifiers. The feature set was tested with
several supervised learning algorithms: Support Vector Machines, Random Forests,
and Keras with Tensorflow. Various combination of features were tested to find those
that produced the highest accuracy for each classifier.
The authors were able to achieve legislator vote prediction as high as 83% and for bill
prediction they achieved 76% accuracy both with the Keras and Tensorflow model.
6

This research follows a similar process to Budhwar’s. Feature extraction was done on
the Digital Democracy data set, various classification models were trained with those
features and the vote outcomes. However, the statements provided in Budhwar’s work
come from only legislators not lobbyists or general public members. This is because
Budhwar’s work focuses on predicting legislators votes so it would not be necessary
to analyze lobbyists or general public’s testimonies. This research focuses primarily
on the type of language used by non legislative members in statements rather than
other contextual features such as volume of speech [6].

2.2

Learning Alignments from Legislative Discourse

Cal Poly Professor, Daniel Kauffman continued the analysis of legislative statements
through his work, titled “Learning Alignments from Legislative Discourse [22].” The
goals of this research are to detect any biases legislators have when voting, such as
personal opinions or affiliation with an organization, and predict the frequency of
agreement between legislators and stakeholders over a collection of proposed laws.
This can determine the extent to which a legislator’s spoken language indicates their
degree of alignment toward an entity (a specific organization or another individual) known for possessing certain views. For this study, bill discussion transcripts
from Digital Democracy, organization positions, organization donations, and legislator votes were used along with natural language processing methods to predict
alignment scores between each member of the California state legislature and a select
set of state-recognized organizations.
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Figure 2.1: System Architecture using Digital Democracy database

The methods implemented achieved up to 78 percent predictive accuracy using a combination of discourse and legislator-related features [22]. This work provides a solid
foundation to build upon for this research, since techniques, and machine learning
models such as token tagging, n-grams generation, and Naive Bayes are applicable to
both [32].

2.3

Understanding the Language of Political Agreement and Disagreement in Legislative Texts

The desire to increase transparency within legislation, has inspired other researchers
beyond the Digital Democracy team. Davoodi, Waltenburg, and Goldwasser research
the dynamics that lead to adopting national policies using a large-scale dataset they
collected [28]. The dataset contains state bills, legislator information, geographical
information about legislators’ districts, and donations and donors’ information. The
initial task in this research is to predict the legislative body’s vote breakdown for a
given bill, according to different criteria such as gender, rural-urban, and ideological
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splits. The authors utilized a joint graph and text embedding model to represent the
nodes and their textual attributes in the legislative graph which is used for the rollcall prediction and aggregation. This system’s architecture uses BERT’s pretrained
embedding to form an initial representation for the textual information of the nodes
in the legislative graph and text attributed Relational Graph Convolutional Layers
to generate an embedding for the nodes based on their relations. These were then
combined to build a representation of edges in the group for relation prediction and
aggregated vote relations.

Figure 2.2: System Architecture using BERT and RGCN

The experiments conducted show that using a joint text and graph prediction model
and providing the legislative context in which the bill is presented (such as gender,
ideology, geography, and party affiliation) helps improve the prediction over strong
text-based models, outperforming each of the models (BERT and RGCN) in isolation
[28].

2.4

Get out the Vote

“Get out the Vote: Determining support or opposition from Congressional floordebate transcripts” by authors Thomas, Pang, and Lee investigates whether tran9

scripts of U.S Congressional floor debates can be used to determine the alignment
(support or opposition) of speeches for a proposed piece of legislation [44]. In this context, a speech is a continuous single-speaker segment of text, similar to this research.
The U.S floor debate transcripts were extracted from GovTrack, an independent website that collects public available data on legislative activities of U.S congress, for the
year 2005.
The 3268 pages of transcripts contained voting records for all roll-call votes during
that year.The authors focused on debates for “controversial” bills, meaning the losing
side of the bill gave at least 20% of the speeches. Each debate contains a series
of speech segments. These segments were labeled with the vote cast (aye or nay)
by the speaker of the segment for that proposed bill. One-sentence utterances were
disregarded, since they typically were pertaining to issues not related to the bill, such
as yielding time.
The data was randomly split into training, testing, and development sets representing
about 70%, 20%, and 10% of the data, with 38 debates in the training set, 10 in the
test set, and 5 in the development set. For the evaluation process, the authors created
3 models: a baseline model, a SVM light classifier with only speech segments, and
a SVM classifier with speech segments and agreements. In House discourse, it is
common for one speaker to make reference to another, either agreeing or disagreeing
with the topic in question. To incorporate this aspect in the SVM classifiers, the
authors classified each reference connecting two speakers with a positive or negative
label depending on whether the two voted the same way on the bill being discussed.
These labels were then used to train the SVM classifier.
The baseline model achieved an accuracy of 59%, the first SVM light classifier achieved
an accuracy of 70%, and the second SVM light classifier with agreements achieved
an accuracy of 89%. These results show that including even limited information
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about segment relationships can significant improve the models ability in predicting
alignment: support or opposition [44].

2.5

BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language
Understanding

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, also known as BERT, is
a transformer-based machine learning technique for natural language processing pretraining developed by Google [19]. Since 2019, Google has been utilizing BERT to
better understand user searches. Transformer is a deep learning model and attention
mechanism that learns contextual relations between words in a text [48]. BERT’s goal
is to a generate a language model with Transformer’s encoder mechanism to read text
input. Unlike directional models which read the text input sequentially (left-to-right
or right-to-left), the Transformer encoder reads the entire sequence of words at once
which is why it is considered bidirectional. This allows the model to learn the context
of a word based on all its surroundings. As a result, BERT can be fine-tuned with
one additional output layer to create state-of-the-art models for various tasks, such
as question answering, sentiment analysis, sentence prediction, and more.
The input representation for BERT represents both a single sentence and a pair of
sentences in one token sequence. A “sentence” is an arbitrary length of continuous
text and does not have to be a grammatically correct sentence whereas a “sequence”
can be either a single sentence, or two sentences put together. If sentence pairs are
put together into a single sequence, the sentences are differentiated in two ways: by
separating them with a special token [SEP] or by adding a learned embedding to
every token to indicate whether it belongs to sentence A or sentence B. Fig 2.4.1
shows an example of BERT learning to model relationships between sentences. Given
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two sentences A and B, BERT determines if B is the next sentence that comes after
A in the corpus, or just a random sentence

Figure 2.3: BERT learning to model relationships

For a given token, the input representation is generated by combining the corresponding token, segment, and position embeddings as shown in Fig 2.4.2 below. The input
embeddings are the sum of the token embeddings, the segmentation embed-dings,
and the position embeddings

Figure 2.4: BERT input representation

BERT’s model architecture is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder with
initially only two model sizes: BERTBASE (L=12, H=768, A=12, Total Parameters=110M) and BERTLARGE (L=24, H=1024, A=16, Total Parameters=340M).
Here L is the number of layers also known as Transformer blocks, H is the hidden
size, and A represents the number of self-attention heads. Now, multiple BERT models are available with different variations of these parameters which makes BERT
applicable to various types of data. BERT models are pre-trained from unlabeled
data extracted from the BooksCorpus with 800M words and English Wikipedia with
2,500M words. BERT consists of two steps: pre-training and fine-tuning. BERT uti12

lizes two unsupervised pre-training tasks, Masked Language Model (MLM) and Next
Sentence Prediction (NSP) to improve the fine-tuning-based approach.

Figure 2.5: Overall pre-training and fine-tuning procedures for BERT

These tasks in combination with pre-training on Transformer allows BERT to better
understand the context of a word based on its surroundings and sentence relationships. Unlike directional language model pre-training, the MLM objective allows the
input representation to combine the left and right context, which is used to pretrain a deep bidirectional Transformer. During pre-training, the model is trained
on unlabeled data over different pre-training tasks. During fine tuning, the BERT
model is initialized with the pre-trained parameters and then all of the parameters
are fine-tuned using labeled data from the downstream tasks [19].
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Chapter 3
SOFTWARE TOOLS

3.1

NLTK

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is a platform for building Python programs that
work with language data. NLTK provides a simple interface and has over 50 corpora
and lexical resources for text processing, tokenization, parsing, tagging, and semantic
reasoning. In this research NLTK was used for text processing tasks, such as N-gram
generation and Part of Speech (POS) tagging [24].

3.2

spaCy

spaCy is an open-source software library for natural language processing written
in Python. spaCy features convolutional neural network models for part of speech
tagging, dependency parsing, text categorization, named entity recognition (NER)
and natural language processing. In this research spaCy’s English corpus was used
to first identify the proper nouns in text [15].

3.3

Sklearn

Sklearn is a Python module containing numerous Python packages for classic machine
learning algorithms such as numpy, matplotlib, and preprocessing. In this research
sklearn’s preprocessing package was used to encode features prior to ingestion into the
model. Additionally, sklearn’s Naive bayes and SVC packages were used to implement
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the Naı̈ve Bayes model and Support Vector Model. Lastly sklearn’s metrics package
was used to provide accuracy, precision, and recall values for each model [34].

3.4

Tensorflow

Tensorflow is an open-source software library for machine learning and artificial intelligence developed by the Google Brain team. It can be used for a wide range of
tasks but is particularly used for training and inference of deep neural networks. In
this research Tensorflow was used to implement BERT as well as a fully connected
neural network [27].

3.5

Keras

Keras is a deep learning API written in Python on top of TensorFlow developed with a
focus on enabling fast experimentation. In this research Keras was used to implement
a fully connected neural network using a Sequential model, which is a linear stack of
layers [8].

3.6

Pandas

Pandas is a fast and flexible open-source data analysis and manipulation tool, built
on top of Python. In this research Pandas was used to read in data from CSV files
and store the data in a DataFrame objects. Storing data as DataFrames allowed it to
be easily filtered, transformed, reshaped, and indexed. This was particularly useful
for filtering duplicates and unanimous bills from the dataset [29].
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3.7

Matplotlib

Matplotlib is a comprehensive library for creating static, animated, and interactive visualizations in Python. In this research Matplotlib was utilized to do feature analysis,
specifically to generate a correlation matrix between features [16].

3.8

Google Colab

Google colab is a free Juptyer notebook environment that runs entirely in the cloud.
Colab allows anyone to write and execute arbitrary python code through the browser,
and is especially well suited to machine learning, data analysis and education. CoLab
allows for easily integration with PyTorch, TensorFlow, Keras, and OpenCV. For
this research Google CoLab was used to implement each BERT model and generate
a correlation matrix between features [21].
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

4.1

System Overview

This system consists of several components and interconnected processes. Fig. 4.1.1
below clearly outlines the system design.

Figure 4.1: System Overview

The initial dataset is filtered and a filtered dataset is outputted. This dataset is used
as input for both the BERT models and the TF-IDF Naive Bayes models. For the
remaining models, the filtered dataset is then used to extract features. A side step
in this process is generating the successful phrases. This step iterates through all
testimonies three times to generate six dictionaries: three-word phrases (trigrams)
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that appear in testimonies with “For” alignments, three-word phrases that appear in
testimonies with “Against” alignments, four-word phrases (quadgrams) that appear in
testimonies with “For” alignments, four-word phrases that appear in testimonies with
“Against” alignments, five-word phrases (pentagrams) that appear in testimonies with
“For” alignments, and five-word phrases that appear in testimonies with “Against”
alignments.
Although the system overview can be interpreted as this step occurring simultaneously to the feature extraction, it actually occurs beforehand. All six dictionaries
and the filtered dataset are required as input for feature extraction. After feature
extraction is completed a features dataset is outputted. This data is then encoded
and normalized prior to ingestion into the four classification models: Gaussian Naive
Bayes, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Fully Connected Neural Network.

4.2

Finalizing the Dataset

When initially approaching this problem, the primary focus was to parse the JSON
transcripts and generate a basic dataset, which was accomplished. However, after a
few months of data parsing and development, a more detailed dataset was created
via the Digital Democracy research team [17]. For this new dataset, an automated
transcript was created for each legislative meeting recording. From there the research
team hand labelled the speaker, timestamps, and alignments for each utterance. The
automated transcripts were also reviewed to ensure the correct content was stored in
the transcript.
Since features in the new dataset were hand tagged, specifically Alignment and Speech
Type, it proved to be more accurate than the initial dataset. With the older dataset,
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time stamps were used to identify longer speeches and these speeches were assumed
to be testimonies, the newer dataset removes this assumption. Additionally the newer
dataset contained IDs for each bill, discussion, vote, and person, which made filtering
the dataset more efficient. For the purpose of accuracy and scalability this newer
dataset was utilized over the manually generated one.

4.3

Initial Dataset Generation

In order to gather the necessary information from the JSON transcripts, large testimonies were extracted based on time stamps and any non-unanimous bills were
filtered out. Each legislative meeting was translated and stored in a JSON file. The
JSON files contained “hearing transcript” and “voting result” sections, which is the
testimony information and voting portion of the bill discussion. The figures below
show snippets of one of the JSON files.

Figure 4.2: Hearing Transcript Section of JSON file
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The “voting result” sections were parsed to identify the outcome of the bill. N-grams
were generated on the utterance containing the voting outcome and these n-grams
were then filtered to extract any containing the key words “favor”, “against” or
“abstained.” For each bill the voting section follows the same uniform structure, the
number of individuals in favor is always in the beginning of the statement, followed
by number against, and lastly number of abstentions. The n-grams containing the
key words were then ran through Word2Vec’s word to num module which converts
written numbers into their numerical form. This process extracted the number of
ayes, naes, and abstains for each bill presented. However, if this technique were to be
implemented for other transcripts which may not follow the same structure, values
would have to be extracted based on context words.
Each entry in the “hearing transcript” section of the JSON file contains the speaker’s
first name, speaker’s last name, utterance, start time, and end time. The filter developed iterates through each utterance in each transcript and populates a new JSON
dataset. As the utterances are iterated through, the previous speaker, current speaker,
current utterance, “current speech”, and “current speech time” are stored. The “current speech” is formed as each new utterance is added to it, if the current speaker is
the same as the previous speaker. Once the speaker changes “current speech time” is
checked to see if it exceeds a given time threshold. If it surpasses the threshold, the
current speech is included as a new entry in the JSON dataset. This JSON dataset
is later read from in order to do feature extraction.
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Figure 4.3: Excerpt of Initial Dataset Generated

4.4

Current Dataset

The current dataset contains 18 different fields listed below. For the purpose of this
research the following fields were utilized: Person Type, Organization, Alignment,
Ayes, Naes, and Text. The “text” field consists of each utterance spoken during the
legislative hearing. An utterance is a single comment or sentence. Using the Person
Id, Bill Id, and Discussion Id, these utterances were combined to extract the full
testimony presented by each speaker. These testimonies were then used to generate
more features including readability scores and successful phrases.
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Table 4.1: List of fields in current dataset
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4.5

Data Extraction

This dataset was store in a .tsv file which was processed and stored in a dataframe
using Pandas [29] read csv() module. In order to avoid overfitting and extract accurate data, it was important to then filter this dataframe accordingly. This included
removing any duplicate entries of utterances and any unanimous bills prior to feature
extraction. Duplicate testimonies were removed using Pandas dropduplicate() module
and using the Person Id, Bill Id, and Disucssion Id from the new dataset. Unanimous
bills were filtered based on the “Ayes” and “Naes” columns of the dataframe. Any
entry containing 0 “Ayes” or 0 “Naes” was removed from the dataframe. This eliminates any bias bills which may have passed or failed solely on the context of the bill
and regardless of the language used in the testimony.

4.6

4.6.1

Feature Extraction

Alignment

Initially for each testimony, a simple sentiment analysis was done to determine the
tone: in support, against, or neutral. A small sample set of words which indicate
support and a set of words which indicate opposition were created and then compared
against the speech to identify if the speech contained more support or opposition
words. If there was no majority of support or opposition words, the speech was
declared as neutral. However, this sentiment analysis was later removed when the
new dataset was introduced since it was not as accurate as the hand-tagged alignment
labels in the newer dataset.
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The Alignment field indicates if the testimony being presented was in favor or against
the bill being presented. The possible values for Alignment include “For”, “Against”,
“Indeterminate”, “For if amend”, and “Against unless amend”. the testimony does
not contain strong language for or against, the alignment is labelled Indeterminate.
As mentioned previously, the labels for alignment were hand tagged by members of
the Digital Democracy research group.
Since hand tagged labels can be error prone, a sample of 64 testimonies, 10% of the
smaller dataset after filtering, was generated to test the accuracy of the alignments.
The given hand tagged alignments were hidden and the alignment for each testimony
was redetermined, as shown in Table 4.6.1 below.

Table 4.2: Alignment verification for random sample set

Table 4.6.1 shows each testimony with the hand tagged alignment, confirmed alignment, and if there was any disparity between these two labels. No difference is signified
by a 1, whereas a difference is signified by a 0. The average of the disparity column
was 92.06% which means the alignments in the given data set are 92% accurate.
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4.6.2

Readability Scores

Readability tests designed to indicate how difficult a passage in English is to understand. For testimonies these reliability tests can provide a quantitative value for the
complexity of each statement. Four basic readability tests were extracted for each
testimony: Flesch reading-ease, Gunning Fog Index, Smog Index, and Dale-Chall
readability score. For each readability test the output calculated signifies a different
attribute of the text [41].

4.6.2.1

Flesch Reading-Ease

In the Flesch reading-ease test higher scores indicate the testimony is easier to read
whereas lower numbers indicate the testimony is more difficult to read[35]. A score
of 100.00-90.0 would indicate a 5th grade reading level, whereas 10.0-0.0 indicates an
above college graduate reading level which is extremely difficult to read. The Flesch
reading-ease scores are calculated for each testimony using the formula below:

Figure 4.4: Flesch Readability Score Formula

4.6.2.2

Gunning Fog Index

For Gunning Fog Index, the ideal score for readability is 7 or 8 [36]. Anything above
12 is too hard for most people to read, for example The Bible, Shakespeare, and
Mark Twain have Gunning Fox Indexes around 6 and leading magazines, like Time,
Newsweek, and the Wall Street Journal average around 11. The Gunning Fog Index
can be calculated using the formula below:
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Gunning Fog Index = 0.4 (ASL + PHW)
where ASL = Average Sentence Length and PHW = Percentage of Hard Words.
“Hard words” are counted as words with three or more syllables that are not proper
nouns, combinations of easy words or hyphenated words, 3-syllable verbs ending in
-es and -ed.

4.6.2.3

Dale-Chall Score

The Dale-Chall Formula calculates the US grade level of a text sample based on
sentence length and the number of ‘hard’ words [37]. The Dale-Chall Formula is
unlike other formulas that use word-length to assess word difficulty. ‘Hard’ words are
defined as words that do not appear on a specially designed list of common words
familiar to most 4th-grade students.
Raw Score = 0.1579 * (PDW) + 0.0496 *ASL
where PDW = percentage of difficult words and ASL = Average Sentence Length
in words. If PDW is greater than 5% then: Adjusted Score = Raw Score + 3.6365,
otherwise Adjusted Score = Raw Score.

4.6.2.4

SMOG Grade

Smog stands for “Simple Measure of Gobbledygook.” SMOG estimates the years of
education the average person needs to understand any piece of writing, also known as
the SMOG Grade [38]. For testimonies with less than 3 sentences, the default SMOG
score is 0. For testimonies with less than 30 sentences the SMOG Grade is calculated
using the following formula, where poly syllab is the number of words containing
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more than 2 syllables, avg poly syllab is the average number of polysyllable words in
a sentence, and num sentences is the total number of sentences in the testimony:
SMOG = 3 + (sqrt (poly syllab + (avg poly syllab * (30 - num sentences)))
For testimonies with more than 30 sentences the SMOG Grade is calculated using
the following formula, using the same variables as above:
SMOG = 1.0430 * (sqrt (30 * poly syllab / num sentences)) + 3.1291
The output of SMOG correlates to a grade level, therefore, a testimony with a higher
SMOG grade signifies it requires a high-level education to understand.
Each readability score was tested but only flesch and smog score were chosen as
features. The Gunning Fog Index Readability Formula is more ideal for education
material such as business magazines and journals so it was not chosen. Dale-Chall
and Flesch readability scores are both suitable for all kind of texts, however Flesch
scores are typically used for military and government agencies which is why it was a
better fit for this research. Lastly SMOG Readability Formula was chosen since it is
typically used for text aimed at higher level readers [41].

4.6.3

Person Type

One of the features given in the dataset that was utilized for each classification model
was Person Type. This feature refers to the type of person giving the testimony:
“Lobbyist” or “General Public.” According to California’s Fair Political Practices
Commission [10], a lobbyist is an individual who is compensated to communicate
directly with any state, legislative or agency official to influence legislative or administrative action on behalf of his or her employer or client. This feature provides more
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context to the testimony and helps determine if the type of person speaking has an
effect on the bill outcome.

4.6.4

Successful Phrases

For each testimony, n-grams were generated using NLTK’s n-gram module. In order
to generalize the ngrams, spaCy’s ‘en core web sm’ corpus was used to first identify
the proper nouns in the text. These proper nouns were then replaced with their
respective entities, such as name, place, or organization. For example the statement
“with the Howard Jarvis Tax Preparer’s Association in opposition to” is generalized
to “with ORG in opposition to.”
Once a new text was created with entities in place of proper nouns, the new text
was tokenized and used generate large n-grams of about six or seven words. These
n-grams are essentially generalized phrases in each testimony. The n-grams were then
iterated through and placed in a dictionary to count how many times each phrase
appeared. However, this showed there was not much commonality in large phrases
between testimonies. This process was then redone with smaller n-grams of three,
four, and five words which occurred much more frequently within testimonies.
In order to further generalize the phrases for ingestion into the classification models,
the n-grams were filtered to find “successful phrases.” First the bill outcome and alignment of the testimony are extracted from the filtered dataset. After replacing proper
nouns with their respective entities, each n-gram was stored in two of four dictionaries
to see how many times it aligns with the bill outcome. The ngram aligns with the
bill, if the bill passed and the testimony alignment was “For” or “Indeterminate” or
if the bill failed and the alignment was “Against” for “Indeterminate.”
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Each dictionary contains the phrase as the key, but the values varies. In the first
dictionary the value is the number of times the phrase appears in testimonies with
an alignment of “For” or “Indeterminate.” In the second dictionary, the value is
the number of times the phrase appears in testimonies with an alignment of “For”
or “Indeterminate,” and the bill passes. In the third dictionary the value is the
number of times the phrase appears in testimonies with an alignment of “Against”
or “Indeterminate,” and in the last dictionary the value is the number of times the
phrase appears in testimonies with an alignment of “Against” or “Indeterminate” and
the bill fails.
These dictionaries were then used to calculate the success rate of the phrase. First
any phrase that does not appear in more than 10 testimonies is filtered out. The positive success rate is the calculated as the (the number of times the phrase alignment
is “For” or “Indeterminate” and the bill passes) / (number of “For” or “Indeterminate” testimonies the phrase appears in). Likewise, the negative success rate is the
calculated as the (the number of times the phrase alignment is “Against” or “Indeterminate” and the bill fails) / (number of “Against” or “Indeterminate” testimonies the
phrase appears in). These percentages are stored in two separate dictionaries which
are then filtered to only store phrases with a success rate over 49%. This process
results in two lists of “positive successful phrases” and “negative successful phrases”
which are successful phrases in testimonies with an alignment of ”For” and successful
phrases in testimonies with an alignment of ”Against” respectively. Example five
word phrases are shown below, along with the success rate of the phrase. The full
list of 3 word phrases, 4 word phrases, and 5 word phrases for each alignment type
can be found in the Appendix A.
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Table 4.3: Excerpt of successful 5 word phrases for testimonies with “For”
or “Indeterminate” alignment
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Table 4.4: Excerpt of successful 5 word phrases for testimonies with
“Against” or “Indeterminate” alignment

Table 4.6.2 indicates that half the time the phrase “madame chair and members of”
appears in a testimony with a “For” or “Indeterminate” alignment the bill passes
since the success rate is 50%. Similarly, Table 4.6.3 indicates that every time the
general phrase “PERSON with public advocates here” appears in a testimony with
an “Against”or “Indeterminate” alignment, the bill fails since the success rate is
100%.
After these lists are generated, the testimonies are iterated though again. For each
testimony, if the alignment is “For” then the “positive successful phrases” list is
cross referenced but if the alignment is “Against” the “negative successful phrases”
list is cross referenced. The number of either positive or negative successful phases
within the testimony is then used as a feature for the classification models. These
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positive and negative successful phrases were created for trigrams, quadgrams, and
pentagrams.

4.6.5

Successful “Part of Speech” Phrases

The part of speech for each testimony was initially extracted to evaluate if the sentence
structure of testimonies made an impact on the outcome of bill. However, after
looking into the number of occurrences of each POS tagged sentence it was found
that similar to larger n-grams there was not much commonality between POS tagged
sentences. Therefore, this feature was then altered to be the number of successful
POS tagged phrases in a testimony. Generating a list of successful POS n-grams
was the same process as generating a list of successful phrases discussed previously.
Instead of replacing proper nouns in the testimony, NLTK’s pos tag module [24] was
used to replace each sentence in the testimony with tagged sentences. These new
tagged sentences were then used to generate POS n-grams. Once again, the list of
successful POS n-grams was cross referenced to find the number of successful POS
n-grams in each testimony and this number was used for ingestion into classification
models. However, this feature produced the same results as the “Successful Phrases”
feature and not provide any additional information. Therefor,this feature was later
removed and changed into proportions of parts of speech, since that provided better
insight into the type of words used in testimonies.

4.6.6

Proportion of Parts of Speech

Proportions of Parts of Speech provides insight into what type of language is used
in testimonies. For example, a descriptive testimony would contain more adjectives.
These features were extracted by tagging the Part of Speech (POS) of each word
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within each testimony. The POS tagging was done using NTLK’s pos tag module
[24] to generate POS tagged sentences and the Counter module [11] to count the
occurrences of each tag within the testimony. Below is a full list of possible POS
tags, however for the purpose of this research the POS tags were combined into
broader categories: DT, JJ, NN, VB and PRP.

Table 4.5: Part of Speech Acronyms and Descriptions [46]

For example, the occurrences of NN, NNS, NNP, and NNPS were added to find the
total number of nouns. This was done with adjectives and proper nouns as well. Once
again, the Counter module was used to find the proportions of each category within
the testimony. The proportions for DT, JJ, NN, VB, and PRP were then ingested as
features into the classification models.
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4.6.7

Dependency Parsing

Dependency parsing is a process used to analyze the grammatical structure of a
sentence and identify the relationship between words in the sentence [20]. Spacy’s
[15] dependency parser was implemented to extract features which provide insight into
the sentence structure and complexity: highest number of connections in testimony,
average number of connections per word, and average number of connections per
sentence. Each testimony was broken down into sentences and then tokenized to find
the number of children for each word in the sentence. A variable, max, was created
and used to keep track of the highest number of connections for an individual word in
the testimony. For the averages, the number of connections for each word was totaled
and then divided by the number of words in the testimony and number of sentences.
Consider the statement “Deemed universities charge huge fees.” As shown in the
figure below, some words are dependent on others. Each dependency is considered to
be a “connection,” so the word “charge” has two connections.

Figure 4.5: Dependency Parsing Example [20]
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The max number of connections for this sentence would be ”charge” with 2 connections. The average number of connections per word would be 4/5= 0.8 and the
average number of connections per sentence would be 4/1=4.

4.6.8

Additional Metrics

In addition to the features listed above, the models were also trained with metrics such
as word count, sentence count, and average sentence length. These metrics provide
more information on the complexity and length of the testimony. For word count and
sentence count python’s nlp module [4] was used and average sentence length was
calculated as (word count)/(sentence count).

4.6.9

Outcome

The outcome field is the label class for the classifier models. In this research it can be
either be 0 or 1 to indicate if the testimony was successful. 0 means the bill outcome
does not match the alignment of the testimony (the alignment is “For” and the bill
fails or the alignment is “Against” and the bill passes). 1 means the bill outcome
does match the alignment of the testimony. For testimonies with an ”Indeterminate”
alignment the outcome is set to 1. Only 4.415% of the dataset is comprised of these
testimonies so setting the outcome to 1 should not greatly impact the accuracy of the
models.

4.6.10

List of Finalized Features

Although several features were extracted and implemented, not all provided valuable
insight or seemed to have a significant impact on the bill outcome. Using the smaller
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dataset of 10,000 testimonies, various combinations of features were tested to find
the ones that had the greatest impact on the bill outcome. After filtration, the
smaller dataset was used to extract features and create inputs for two classifier models:
Gaussian Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. The accuracy, precision, and
recall of these models were documented for each various feature sets. As additional
features were extracted the models were run to see if there was improvements in
accuracy. Results of testing two feature sets are shown in the tables below. The rest
of the results from this testing can be found in the Appendix A.

Table 4.6: Feature Testing Results 1

Table 4.7: Feature Testing Results 2
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Table 4.6.5 below shows the final list of features chosen to be ingested into the classification models.

Table 4.8: List of Finalized Features with Descriptions

Here is an example testimony as well as the feature values extracted from the text:
Thank you, Mr. Chair, and Committee Members. Aaron Fox with the Los Angeles
LGBT Center, also on behalf of California HIV Alliance. SB 1021 further quantifies
long established scientific best practices and universally accepted standard of care for
the treatment and prevention of HIV AIDS, which is a single tablet regimen, one pill.
This will not cause the state Very much money, if at all, and we believe that overall
this will save the state dollars as it will prevent, new HIV infections in California,
saving our overall healthcare system dollars. The charge that we are trying to protect
market share for a specific pharmaceutical company is an affront to those living with
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HIV,, and those at risk for it. And we would like to note that for the record for the
Committee that we believe that this charge is specifically insulting to our community.

Table 4.9: Feature values for Example Testimony
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Chapter 5
MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES

5.1

Background

Text classification is a machine learning technique that assigns a set of predefined
categories to open-ended text. For example, many email providers, such as Google
and Outlook, categorize emails into Important, Other, Spam, etc. This categorization
process is done through text classification. The subject line and contents of the email
are analyzed for specific features that indicate which category the email belongs to.
A simple example of this is shown in the figure below.

Figure 5.1: Text Classification Example [32]

Machine learning text classification is utilized for scalability, real-time analysis, and
consistent criteria. There are three types of systems for automatic text classification:
rule-based systems, machine learning-based systems, and hybrid systems [32]. Some
of the most popular text classification algorithms include the Naive Bayes family of
algorithms, support vector machines, and neural networks. Four different types of
performance metrics were used to assess the performance of each classifier: Accuracy,
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Precision, Recall, and F1 Score. Accuracy is calculated as the ratio between the
number if correct predictions to the total number of predictions [12].

Figure 5.2: Accuracy Formula

Precision is calculated as the ratio between the number of correctly classified positive
samples to the total number of classified positive samples (either correctly or incorrectly). Precision measures the model’s accuracy in classifying a sample as positive
[12].

Figure 5.3: Precision Formula

Recall is calculated as the ratio between the number of correctly classified positive
samples to the total number of positive samples. Recall measures the model’s ability to detect positive samples. For binary classification, recall can also be called
sensitivity. The higher the recall, the more positive samples detected [12].

Figure 5.4: Recall Formula

F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The F1 Score
combines Precision and Recall into a single metric so it is directly correlated to both
metrics. If the precision and recall are high, the f1 score will also be high. If the
precision and recall are low, the f1 score will also be low.
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Figure 5.5: F1 Score Formula

5.2

Data Preparation

Prior to ingestion into a classification model, each of the features was encoded or
normalized. Categorical features: PersonType and Alignment were encoded using
sklearn’s preprocessing Label Encoder module [34]. Numerical features: word count,
sentence count, average sentence length, flesch score, smog score, successful trigrams,
successful quadgrams, and successful pentagrams were normalized using sklearn’s
preprocessing module which uses L2 normalization technique. The pos proportion
features: DT, JJ, NN, PRP, and VB were not normalized.
Thank you, Mr. Chair, and Committee Members. Aaron Fox with the Los Angeles
LGBT Center, also on behalf of California HIV Alliance. SB 1021 further quantifies
long established scientific best practices and universally accepted standard of care for
the treatment and prevention of HIV AIDS,, which is a single tablet regimen, one pill.
This will not cause the state Very much money, if at all, and we believe that overall
this will save the state dollars as it will prevent, new HIV infections in California,
saving our overall healthcare system dollars. The charge that we are trying to protect
market share for a specific pharmaceutical company is an affront to those living with
HIV,, and those at risk for it. And we would like to note that for the record for the
Committee that we believe that this charge is specifically insulting to our community.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized and Encoded Features

5.3

Naive Bayes

Naı̈ve Bayes is a popular classification algorithm mostly used to get the base accuracy
of the dataset. Naive Bayes assumes that the features, also known as predictors, are
independent which means changing the value of one feature does not influence the
values of the other variables all predictors have equal impact on the outcome. It is
easy and efficient for predicting classes and performs well in multi-class prediction[7].
Naive Bayes performs better in cases with categorical input variables compared to
numerical variables and compared to other models like logistic regression when the
assumption of independence holds. Therefore, Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers are often used
in text classification and is best used when the dataset is huge and when the training
set is small. The major disadvantage of Naive Bayes is the assumption of independent
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predictors since in real life, it is almost impossible a set of predictors are completely
independent [40].
For this research two variations of Naive Bayes were implemented using Sklearn’s
Naive Bayes module [34]: Multinomial Naive Bayes and Gaussian Naive Bayes. Gaussian Naive Bayes is useful when working with continuous values whose probabilities
can be modeled using Gaussian distribution also known as normal distribution as
shown in the curve below [33].

Figure 5.7: Normal Distribution Curve [3]

Multinomial Naive Bayes is useful to model feature vectors where each value represents the number of occurrences of a term or its relative frequency [33].

5.4

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a set of supervised learning methods used for
classification, regression, and outlier detection [13]. SVM draws a line or “hyperplane”
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that divides a space into two sub-spaces. One subspace contains vectors (tags) that
belong to a group, and another subspace contains vectors that do not belong to that
group [32].
The distance between support vectors is known as the margin, the optimal hyperplane
is the one with the largest margin, as shown in Figure 5.4.1 below.

Figure 5.8: Support Vector Machine Diagram [32]

The objective of SVM is to select a hyperplane with the maximum possible margin
between support vectors in the given dataset. SVM does this in two steps: generating
hyperplanes which segregate the classes in the best way and then selecting the right
hyperplane with the maximum segregation between the nearest datapoints on either
side. The advantages of SVM include staying effective in situations where the number
of dimensions is greater than the number of samples and using a subset of training
points in the decision function, so it is memory efficient. Support vector machines
don’t need much training data to start providing accurate results, however it does
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require more computational resources than Naı̈ve Bayes, but the results are even
faster and more accurate [13]. For this research Sklearn’s SVC module was utilized
to implement the SVM module [34].

5.5

Neural Networks

A neural network is a series of algorithms that is used to recognize underlying relationships in a dataset in a way that mimics how a human brain operates. Neural
networks can adapt to changing input, so the network generates the best possible result without needing to redesign the output criteria. A neural network works similar
to the human brain’s neural network. As information enters the brain, each layer,
or level, of neurons does its particular job of processing the incoming information,
deriving insights, and passing them on to the next and more senior layer. In a neural
network a “neuron” is a mathematical function that collects and classifies information
according to a specific architecture [45].

Figure 5.9: Simple Neural Network Diagram [45]
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As shown in the figure above, neural networks try to imitate this multi-layered approach for processing various information and basing decisions on them.
There are several types of neural networks, for the purpose of this research Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Fully Connected Neural Networks (FCNNs)
were considered. A fully connected neural network contains a series of fully connected
layers that connect every neuron in one layer to every neuron in the other layer. The
biggest advantage of fully connected networks is that no special assumptions need to
be made about the input so they are broadly applicable. However this flexibility also
tends to make fully connected neural networks weaker compared to more specific or
special purpose networks such as CNNs [26].

Figure 5.10: Convolutional Neural Network Diagram [31]

CNNs are type of neural network usually used for image data. As shown in Figure
5.6.2, they consist of three layers: a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, and a fully
connected layer. The variation of layers allows CNNs to detect simple patterns at
first, such as lines or shapes, and then detect more complex patterns, such as faces
or objects. Although CNNs are typically used for image data, they can also be used
for sentiment analysis or text classification so it was thought to be a good fit for this
research. In order to format the data for ingestion into the CNN, the raw text data
was convert into word embeddings using python’s Word2Vec module. The testimonies
were parsed, tokenized, and transformed into a word index. This word index was then
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transformed into an embedding index, using Stanford’s GloVe 100d word embeddings
corpus. By iterating through the word index and referencing the embedding index
an embedding matrix was created. This embedding matrix was then used as weights
for an embedding layer for the CNN. The embedding layer was added prior to the
convolutional layers [31].
Although this practice would be effective in theory, the CNN with an embedding layer
was not optimal for this data set. After several variations in implementation, it was
decided that this model was not feasible given the time requirements of the project.
A Convolutional Neural Network would be beneficial for predicting the outcome of a
testimony but it would not provide significant information on successful components
of a testimony.
Therefore only a fully connected neural network was implemented, using Tensorflow
[27] and Keras [8]. The neural network consists of a sequential model with five dense
layers and the following hyperparameters:

• Activation Functions: Rectified linear activation function (ReLU) (layer 1-4),
Softmax (layer 5)
• Loss Function: Binary Crossentropy
• Optimizer: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
• Learning Rate: 0.01
• Epochs: 20
• Batch Size: 200

These hyperparameters were selected after testing various options as shown in Table
below. Binary Crossentropy was selected as the loss function because it works best
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with binary classes like the outcome field in this research [8]. Similar to testing
viable features, these hyperparameters were tested using the smaller dataset of 10,000
testimonies.

Table 5.1: FCNN Hyperparameter Test

5.6

TF-IDF

In addition to manually extracting features and inputting them into a classifier, TFIDF was also used to extract features based on the frequency of words used in testimonies [43]. TF-IDF stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency and it is
used to quantify the importance or relevance of string representations in a document
amongst a collection of documents (corpus). In this case a document would be an
individual testimony and the collection of documents would be all the testimonies
in the dataset. Figure 5.5.1 shows the formula for both term frequency and inverse
document frequency.

Figure 5.11: Formula for Term Frequency and Inverse-Document Frequency [43]
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Term frequency is measured either as the number of occurrences of a term within a
document (raw count) or term frequency adjusted for the length of the document (raw
count/total number of terms in document). Inverse document frequency measures
how common or uncommon a term is in all documents. It is calculated as log of
total documents divided by the number of documents containing a specific term.
Multiplying TF and IDF generates the TF-IDF.
Prior to ingestion in ML classifiers the data needs to be converted into a vector of
numerical data. TF-IDF vectorization calculates the TF-IDF score for each term
(word) in the corpus relative to the document (testimony) it is in and then formats
the scores into a vector [34]. Therefore, each testimony in the dataset, has its own
vector containing the TF-IDF score for each word in the collection of testimonies.
These vectors are then used for ingestion into two different a Naı̈ve Bayes models:
Gaussian Naive Bayes and Multinomial Naive Bayes.

Figure 5.12: TF-IDF vectors for sample testimony

The vectors follow the general form: (A,B) C where A is the document index, B is
the specific word-vector index, and C is the Tf-IDF score for word B in document A.
In this example A is 0 since this is the first testimony in the training dataset. This
testimony produces five TF-IDF vectors, one for each term in the testimony.
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5.7

Transformers

As mentioned in Chapter 2: Related Works, Transformer is an attention mechanism
that learns contextual relations between words in a text. Transformer includes two
separate mechanisms, an encoder that reads the text input and a decoder that produces a prediction for the task. In BERT, the Transformer encoder reads the entire
sequence of words at once unlike directional models, which read the text input sequentially. This allows the model to learn the context of the words based on its
surroundings. The input for the Transformer encoder is a sequence of tokens, which
are first embedded into vectors and then processed in the neural network, and the
output is a sequence of vectors, in which each vector corresponds to an input token
with the same index [47].

5.8

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)

As mentioned in Chapter 2: Related Works as well, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, also known as BERT, is a transformer-based machine
learning technique for natural language processing pre-training developed by Google.
BERT’s model architecture is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder with
various model sizes, such as BERTBASE (L=12, H=768, A=12, Total Parameters=110M) and BERTLARGE (L=24, H=1024, A=16, Total Parameters=340M).
For this research, various BERT models were tested to find the most efficient and
based on the results two were selected to run on the full dataset. For this dataset,
BERT was used to do basic text classification and unlike previous models, feature
extraction was not done prior to ingestion into the model. Each BERT model has a
corresponding BERT preprocessing model. Each testimony was preprocessed using
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a BERT preprocessing model,encoded using BERT’s encoder, and the encoded data
was then used to train the respective BERT model [19].
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Chapter 6
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

6.1

Feature Analysis

Prior to ingestion into the model, the features themselves were analyzed to infer which
had the most impact on the output or if there was any correlation between features.
A correlation matrix was created, as shown in Figure 6.1.1 below. A correlation matrix
is a table showing correlation coefficients between variables [5]. Each cell in the table
shows the correlation between two variables. To include the categorical features in
the correlation matrix, the categorical values were converted to numerical values. For
person type General Public and Lobbyist were changed to 2 and -2 respectively. For
alignment “For” was changed to 3, “Against” -3, and Neutral/Indeterminate 0. After
the categorical features were transformed, python’s correlation and heatmap modules
were used to generate the correlation matrix.
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Figure 6.1: Correlation Matrix for Features

The darker squares indicate a higher correlation value; features with higher correlation
typically have direct relationships such as sentence count and word count. If the
sentence count is increases than the word count will most likely also increase. These
direct relationships can also be seen with the successful phrases: successful trigrams,
successful quadgrams, successful pentagrams have higher correlations most likely since
they were extracted in the same manner and represent similar information but contain
varying lengths of phrases.
However some correlations between features were less expected, such as average connections per sentence and average sentence length. Average connections per sentence
is the summation of connections per word divided by the number of sentences, whereas
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average sentence length is the total number of words in the testimony divided by the
number of sentences. The correlation between these two features being high indicates
that the average number of connections per word is close 1.
Tables 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 below show a subset of the values as well as the averages for
these features and provide an explanation for the higher correlation value.

Table 6.1: Subset of data for average sentence length, average connections
per sentence, average connections per word, and maximum connections of
a word in each testimony

Table 6.2: Average values for average sentence length, average connections
per sentence, average connections per word, and maximum connections

Aside from the first entry, the average connections per word ranges from 0.9-0.97
which is fairly close to 1 and explains why the average sentence length and average
connections per sentence are very similar values. This is slightly unexpected since
some words had 11 or 10 connections as shown in the maximum connections column
but the average values for average sentence length and average connections per sentence are very similar in value, 17.6 and 16.8 respectively. This indicates that some
words had several connections, whereas others had only 1 or none.
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In addition to analyzing correlations between features, the values of each feature
were analyzed based on when the testimony aligns with the bill outcome or does not
align with the bill outcome. This was calculated by separating the feature data set
into two data sets based on the outcome. The first data set only contained feature
values when outcome equals 1, which means the testimony was successful and the
second data set contained feature values when the outcome equals 0 which means the
testimony alignment was not successful. The numerical features within each data set
were then averaged and compared as shown in Table 6.1.3.

Table 6.3: Averages of each Feature for Successful and Unsuccessful testimonies, Absolute Difference, and P-Values

In addition to averages, the p-values for the two datasets were calculated using two
tests: T-Test and F-Test. T-test is typically used to measure the difference between
means of two sample sets, whereas F-tests are used to calculate the variance between
two sample sets[39]. The p-values in the table above show that there is significant
variance between sample tests for certain features such as successful trigrams, quad-
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grams, and pentagrams. The p-values from the T-tests were all very small which
indicates that this test is not an appropriate measure of statistical significance.
The results showhat successful testimonies are shorter and easier to comprehend.
This can be seen with the difference in average word count, sentence sount, flesch
score, and smog score, as shown in the figures below.

Figure 6.2: Comparison of average values for first set of features
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of average values for second set of features

A higher flesch score indicates the text is easier to read, where as a higher smog
score indicates the text is harder to read. Successful testimonies tended to have
higher flesch score and lower smog score. Successful testimonies also had a lower
word count but similar sentence count as unsuccessful testimonies which indicates
that unsuccessful testimonies have longer sentences and more run ons. Additionally,
unsuccessful testimonies have slightly higher values for average number of connections
and max connections which means the sentences within those testimonies contain
more dependencies. The feature analysis results indicate that shorter and less complex
(easier to comprehend) testimonies are more successful.
Successful testimonies also contain more successful phrases: trigrams, quadgrams, and
pentagrams. The difference between the number of successful phrases for successful
testimonies and unsuccessful testimonies indicate that these phrases have an impact
on the bill outcome. Looking at these successful phrases more closely provides insight
into what content makes a testimony more successful. For example, the positive 5
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word phrase or pentagram, ”don’t have an official position” has a success rate of
100% which means each time this phrase appears in a testimony with an alignment
of ”For” or ”Indeterminate” the bill passes. This indicates that mentioning an official
position is a key aspect of those testimonies. Additionally, successful testimonies with
an alignment of ”For” often had phrases containing the word ”oppose” as shown in
Table 6.1.4 below.

Table 6.4: Examples of Positive Successful Quadgrams (4 word phrases)

The phrases in this table all have a success rate of 100% meaning any time these
phrases appeared in a testimony with an alignment of ”For,” the bill passed. Based
on these phrases it can be inferred that mentioning reasons why not to oppose to bill
or addressing the concerns of those who might vote no are valuable to testimonies in
favor of the bill. The full list of these phrases can be found in Appendix A.
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Some features such as proportions of Parts of Speech (POS) did not have a large
difference in values for successful and unsuccessful testimonies, as shown in Table
6.1.3, however these features were still valuable for training the classifier models. This
means that changing the number of nouns, adjectives, or verbs within the testimony
does not affect the bill outcome as much as the structure of the testimony.

6.2

Results of Classification Models

Two types of classification models were implemented in this research: the first type
had with manual feature extraction done prior to ingestion into the model (Naive
Bayes, SVM, and FCNN) and the second utilized the model’s preprocessing capabilities to do feature extraction (TF-IDF, BERT).
Additionally, there are two sets of results for this research: pre-data balancing and
post-data balancing. It was found that the original dataset contained 9308 successful
testimonies and 3646 unsuccessful testimonies which led to skewed results and over
fitted classifier models. In order to combat this issue the dataset was balanced using an
undersampling technique in which 5660 successful testimonies were randomly removed
prior to feature analysis or ingestion into the classifier models.
The results for all classifier models pre-data balancing and post-data balancing are
shown below.

6.2.1

Results of Classification Models with Feature Extraction

For implementing the first type of classification models, various feature sets were
tested using the smaller dataset as discussed in Section 4.6.9. Once the list of features
was finalized, the full dataset was tested. Each of the models was executed three times,
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as depicted by the Trial Numbers on Figure 6.2.1 below. For each trial the dataset
was randomly split using Sklearn’s train-test-split module [34] with 80% of the data
being in the training set and 20% in testing data. This random division of the dataset
meant the model was given a new testing set each time. The average on the trials
was taken to get the final accuracy, precision, and recall metrics of the model.

6.2.1.1

Pre-Data Balancing

As shown in Fig 6.2.1 below, Support Vector Machine received the highest accuracy
followed by Gaussian Naive Bayes, Multinomial Naive Bayes, and Fully Connected
Neural Network respectively. This is most likely due to the fact the feature dataset
was all numerical variables and the label class was binary which is better suited for
SVM models compared to Naive Bayes models.

Table 6.5: Accuracy, Precision, and Recall metrics for Guassian Naive
Bayes, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Fully Connected Neural Network Pre-Data Balancing
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6.2.1.2

Post-Data Balancing

After balancing the dataset, the accuracy values for the classifier models stayed mostly
the same with the exception of the Fully Connected Neural Network model as shown
in Table 6.2.2 below. The reason the Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) may
have seen a drastic decrease in accuracy is due to the smaller dataset and lack of over
fitting.

Table 6.6: Accuracy, Precision, and Recall metrics for Guassian Naive
Bayes, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, and Fully Connected Neural Network Post-Data Balancing

6.2.2

Results of Classification Model without Feature Extraction

In addition to manual feature extraction, models with built in preprocessing capabilities such as TF-IDF and BERT were also developed. TF-IDF was implemented on
both Gaussian and Multinomial Naive Bayes.
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6.2.2.1

Pre-Data Balancing

As shown in Fig 6.3.1 below, Similar to the first set of results, the Gaussian Naive
Bayes model achieved a higher accuracy than Multinomial, with 77.57% and 59.03%
respectively. However, neither TF-IDF Naive Bayes models produced the same level of
accuracy as the manually feature extraction models which indicates that the features
extracted do play a significant role in the bill outcome.

Table 6.7: Accuracy, Precision, and Recall metrics for TF-IDF implementation of Naive Bayes Pre-data balancing

As for BERT, each training model has a corresponding preprocessing model through
which the raw text data and bill outcome were inputted. After preprocessing the
data was then encoded and then run through the BERT model. In order to find the
most optimal BERT model, various options were ran on a smaller dataset of 10,000
testimonies and the results were compared.

Table 6.8: Accuracy metrics for various BERT Models, tested on smaller
data set
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As shown in Fig 6.3.2 above, the accuracies achieved were all around 80%, however the
two models with the highest accuracies, small bert/bert en uncased L-4 H-768 A-12
and small bert/bert en uncased L-12 H-768 A-12, were utilized for the full dataset.
Here L is the number of layers also known as Transformer blocks, H is the hidden size,
and A represents the number of self-attention heads. The results of these two models
can be seen in Fig 6.3.3 below. The L-4 model achieved a slightly higher accuracy
compared to the L-12 model, 82.44% and 81.89% respectively.

Table 6.9: Accuracy metrics for selected BERT Models Pre-data balancing

6.2.2.2

Post-Data Balancing

The results for the Tf-IDF models, after balancing the data set are shown in Table
6.2.6 below. Both TF-IDF models have a higher accuracy post-data balancing which
is expected since this model is dependent on the relative frequency of each word in each
testimony compared to all the testimonies in the dataset. With an equal number of
successful and unsuccessful testimonies in the dataset, the models are more accurate.
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Table 6.10: Accuracy, Precision, and Recall metrics for TF-IDF implementation of Naive Bayes Post-data balancing

The selected BERT models were also rereun after balancing the dataset and the
results are shown in Table 6.2.7 below. Similar to Naive Bayes and Support Vector
Machine models, the accuracy for BERT models stayed the same.

Table 6.11: Accuracy metrics for selected BERT Models Post-data balancing

6.2.3

6.2.3.1

Comparison of Classification Models

Pre-Data Balancing

Figure 6.4.1 below shows a comparison of all the classification models implemented.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of Classification Models Pre-Data Balancing

The support vector machine model produced the highest accuracy with the Guassian
Naive Bayes model being a close second. This comparison also indicates that manual
feature extraction is a necessary step prior to classification. The models that did not
have manual feature extraction, TF-IDF Guassian NB, TF-IDF Multinomial NB, and
both BERT models, had lower accuracy values compared to the SVM and Naive Bayes
models. The exception to this was the Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN),
which did not perform as well as expected. This could be due to the structure of the
neural network. A simple FCNN with 5 layers was utilized for this data set, but with
further testing and more specific layers, the FCNN could produce a higher accuracy.

6.2.3.2

Post-Data Balancing

After balancing the dataset the accuracy values for each model differed. The support
Vector Machine model still has the highest accuracy of 91%, however the next accurate
model was Multinomial Naive Bayes instead of the Gaussian Naive Bayes. The model
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with the lowest accuracy was initially the TF-IDF Gaussian Naive Bayes model, but
post-data balancing the model with the lowest accuracy was the Fully Connected
Neural Network.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of Classification Models Post-Data Balancing

Figure 6.2.3 below, shows a comparison of all the classifier models before and after
balancing the dataset. As mentioned above the accuracies from most models stayed
consistent with the exception of the FCNN and the TF-IDF Gaussian Naive Bayes.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of Classification Models Before and After Data
Balancing
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1

Conclusion

This research used Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning techniques to
analyze testimonies from California Legislative Meetings from 2015-2016 to determine
what aspects of a testimony make it successful. In this research a successful testimony
is defined as when the testimony’s alignment matched the bill outcome (the alignment
is ”For” and the bill pass or the alignment is ”Against” and the bill fails). This was
done through feature extraction, implementation of classification models, and feature
analysis. Filtering the data and identifying significant features to use was a challenge.
However, the results show that certain aspects within a testimony significantly impact
the bill outcome.
Based on the feature analysis and classifier results, it is clear that shorter and less
complex (easier to comprehend) testimonies are more successful. This can be determined based on the difference in word count, sentence count, flesch, and smog score
between successful and unsuccessful testimonies. Successful testimonies tended to
have higher flesch score and lower smog score. Unsuccessful testimonies also had a
higher word count but similar sentence count as successful testimonies which indicates
that unsuccessful testimonies have longer sentences and more run ons.
Additionally, using certain phrases, which can be found in Appendix A, can greatly
aid a testimony’s success. For example, successful testimonies with an alignment of
”For” often contain phrases which explain possible concerns related to the bill or
justify why the legislative members should not oppose the bill.
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Other features such as proportions of Parts of Speech (POS) are valuable for training
the classifier models, however the average values of these features for successful and
unsuccessful testimonies are very similar as shown in Table 6.1.3. This indicates that
changing the number of nouns, adjectives, or verbs within the testimony does not
affect the bill outcome as much as the structure of the testimony. The best performing
classifiers, SVM and Gaussian Naive Bayes, were able to predict testimonies’ success
with an accuracy of about 90%, which means, if given a random testimony and its
alignment, this system can extract the required features and determine if the bill will
pass or fail with 90% accuracy.
Currently this research provides good insight on what makes a testimony successful,
however if expanded upon and further tested, it can become a very powerful tool for
lobbyists, legislative members, and general public involved in state legislature.

7.2

Future Work

There are three aspects in which this research can be expanded: feature extraction,
classification, and application
Although several features were extracted, there are more which would further provide
insight into the data. These include doing detailed sentiment analysis and analyzing
sentence structure by creating parse trees for each testimony. A parse tree is an
ordered, rooted tree that represents the syntactic structure of a string according to
a context-free grammar. The levels of these parse trees can can be compared to
indicate the complexity of the testimony [23]. However, generating these parse trees
would require a good grammar for all of English which currently is unavailable which
makes this a difficult feature to implement. Aside from the given data, it would be
interesting to alter the scope of this research and analyze if external factors outside
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from language, such as time stamps of the speech, gender, position, donations, or
organizations play a significant role in the outcome of the bill.
In this research two types of classification models were developed: models that used
manually extracted features and models that had their own preprocessing model. In
future work, these types of models could be combined to create a more well-rounded
model. For example, in addition the the extracted features, TF-IDF vectors could
be ingested into the model. The TF-IDF vectors can be weighed lower than the
extracted features in order to prevent a bias model.
Given more data, a possible application of this research would be to use the models
to predict the outcome for possible testimonies. If a testimony is inputted the model
would be able to output if the bill will pass or fail with a certain value of confidence.
Additionally, this research focused primarily on California State Legislative data from
2015-2016 meetings. The machine learning techniques implemented can be scaled to
more current meetings or even applicable to federal legislative meetings.
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Table A.2: Feature Testing Results 4
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Table A.3: Feature Testing Results 5

Table A.4: Feature Testing Results 6

A.2

Successful Phrases
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Successful 3 word phrases for testimonies with "For" or "Indeterminate" alignment:
3 word phrase (trigram)
Success Rate
('reasons', 'were', 'opposed')
1
('opposition', 'mr', 'person')
1
('in', 'its', 'current')
1
('we', 'remain', 'opposed')
1
('proponents', 'of', 'the')
1
('opposition', 'person', 'on')
1
('dont', 'think', 'this')
1
('are', 'strongly', 'opposed')
1
('date', 'in', 'opposition')
1
('associated', 'with', 'it')
1
('you', 'to', 'oppose')
1
('an', 'oppose', 'position')
1
('we', 'strongly', 'oppose')
1
('our', 'opposition', 'thank')
1
('were', 'in', 'opposition')
1
('that', 'we', 'oppose')
1
('amendments', 'that', 'are')
1
('the', 'proponents', 'of')
1
('unless', 'amended', 'to')
1
('were', 'not', 'sure')
1
('association', 'also', 'opposed')
1
('the', 'way', 'this')
1
('we', 'oppose', 'this')
1
('to', 'continuing', 'those')
1
('lot', 'of', 'concerns')
1
('cooling', 'contractors', 'of')
1
('orientation', 'change', 'efforts')
1
('so', 'were', 'concerned')
1
('share', 'the', 'concerns')
1
('reasons', 'we', 'oppose')
1
('reasons', 'we', 'remain')
1
('the', 'public', 'entities')
1
('to', 'vote', 'no')
1
('position', 'at', 'this')
1
('oppose', 'this', 'measure')
1
('there', 'hasnt', 'been')
1
('strongly', 'opposed', 'to')
1
('its', 'present', 'form')
1
('the', 'same', 'concerns')
1
('in', 'opposition', 'i')
1
('technology', 'association', 'also')
1
('regional', 'apartment', 'associations')
1
('org', 'in', 'respectful')
1
('represent', 'cardinal', 'regional')
1
('opposed', 'for', 'the')
1

('its', 'current', 'form')
('are', 'still', 'opposed')
('cardinal', 'regional', 'apartment')
('in', 'its', 'present')
('our', 'concerns', 'are')
('sexual', 'orientation', 'change')
('org', 'we', 'oppose')
('bill', 'is', 'currently')
('we', 'are', 'neutral')
('some', 'concerns', 'with')
('our', 'concerns', 'and')
('have', 'a', 'position')
('neutral', 'on', 'the')
('a', 'position', 'on')
('the', 'victims', 'and')
('senator', 'person', 'person')
('comments', 'about', 'the')
('position', 'on', 'the')
('forward', 'to', 'continuing')
('look', 'at', 'it')
('like', 'to', 'work')
('concerns', 'about', 'the')
('policies', 'and', 'procedures')
('of', 'which', 'is')
('with', 'us', 'we')
('the', 'property', 'owner')
('going', 'to', 'go')
('consistent', 'with', 'the')
('opposition', 'thank', 'you')
('on', 'the', 'bill')
('be', 'made', 'in')
('the', 'rental', 'housing')
('with', 'the', 'ordinal')
('official', 'position', 'on')
('take', 'into', 'account')
('org', 'we', 'appreciate')
('not', 'have', 'a')
('it', 'with', 'the')
('to', 'continue', 'working')
('also', 'need', 'to')
('and', 'the', 'staff')
('want', 'to', 'speak')
('org', 'we', 'have')
('and', 'the', 'sponsors')
('org', 'we', 'dont')
('a', 'letter', 'of')
('forward', 'to', 'continue')

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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0.928571429
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('of', 'that', 'is')
('with', 'org', 'with')
('all', 'the', 'work')
('the', 'authors', 'staff')
('have', 'an', 'official')
('and', 'many', 'others')
('the', 'same', 'rules')
('gpe', 'manufacturers', 'and')
('office', 'and', 'the')
('in', 'opposition', 'person')
('that', 'is', 'a')
('this', 'bill', 'will')
('we', 'share', 'the')
('want', 'to', 'work')
('to', 'find', 'a')
('are', 'a', 'lot')
('i', 'speak', 'to')
('with', 'the', 'sponsor')
('is', 'the', 'ordinal')
('in', 'the', 'way')
('dont', 'have', 'an')
('with', 'mr', 'persons')
('a', 'public', 'nuisance')
('and', 'technology', 'association')
('manufacturers', 'and', 'technology')
('the', 'bill', 'at')
('position', 'but', 'we')
('a', 'neutral', 'position')
('so', 'we', 'will')
('authors', 'office', 'to')
('her', 'staff', 'and')
('as', 'i', 'know')
('however', 'we', 'do')
('person', 'person', 'on')
('get', 'it', 'right')
('concerns', 'and', 'we')
('we', 'are', 'talking')
('taken', 'a', 'position')
('so', 'im', 'going')
('that', 'is', 'in')
('this', 'bill', 'this')
('youre', 'not', 'going')
('here', 'date', 'and')
('time', 'but', 'we')
('the', 'amendments', 'but')
('with', 'this', 'org')
('to', 'oppose', 'this')
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('and', 'staff', 'for')
('if', 'there', 'are')
('committed', 'to', 'working')
('we', 'appreciate', 'all')
('authors', 'staff', 'and')
('the', 'bill', 'the')
('hope', 'that', 'the')
('and', 'in', 'the')
('they', 'were', 'not')
('im', 'person', 'here')
('i', 'did', 'want')
('affected', 'by', 'this')
('the', 'very', 'least')
('the', 'author', 'the')
('around', 'for', 'date')
('the', 'state', 'can')
('the', 'chief', 'probation')
('the', 'staff', 'and')
('of', 'the', 'amendments')
('associated', 'with', 'that')
('issues', 'with', 'the')
('the', 'bill', 'but')
('to', 'the', 'authors')
('to', 'ask', 'you')
('go', 'back', 'to')
('from', 'org', 'to')
('to', 'continuing', 'to')
('and', 'i', 'believe')
('that', 'there', 'is')
('for', 'date', 'in')
('the', 'concept', 'of')
('our', 'opposition', 'and')
('do', 'have', 'some')
('org', 'weve', 'been')
('there', 'may', 'be')
('because', 'there', 'is')
('this', 'issue', 'and')
('position', 'on', 'this')
('we', 'will', 'be')
('the', 'gpe', 'manufacturers')
('is', 'that', 'if')
('have', 'a', 'formal')
('my', 'colleague', 'from')
('to', 'understand', 'the')
('that', 'org', 'and')
('to', 'ask', 'the')
('given', 'the', 'fact')
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('and', 'then', 'theres')
('of', 'org', 'ill')
('go', 'out', 'and')
('be', 'used', 'for')
('an', 'opposed', 'position')
('bill', 'this', 'is')
('it', 'in', 'a')
('cap', 'and', 'trade')
('how', 'this', 'bill')
('components', 'of', 'the')
('this', 'time', 'but')
('it', 'would', 'be')
('that', 'this', 'bill')
('it', 'was', 'date')
('probation', 'officers', 'of')
('forward', 'with', 'the')
('the', 'authors', 'intent')
('and', 'so', 'again')
('do', 'have', 'concerns')
('we', 'do', 'have')
('about', 'how', 'the')
('but', 'we', 'also')
('bill', 'does', 'not')
('we', 'are', 'trying')
('or', 'not', 'the')
('would', 'still', 'be')
('in', 'which', 'to')
('i', 'believe', 'that')
('something', 'that', 'would')
('in', 'the', 'previous')
('org', 'will', 'be')
('continuing', 'to', 'work')
('of', 'the', 'chief')
('these', 'kinds', 'of')
('is', 'required', 'to')
('opposed', 'to', 'this')
('to', 'this', 'bill')
('end', 'up', 'in')
('have', 'an', 'oppose')
('appreciate', 'all', 'the')
('to', 'do', 'more')
('there', 'is', 'the')
('things', 'that', 'the')
('want', 'to', 'start')
('on', 'thank', 'you')
('bill', 'will', 'be')
('would', 'agree', 'with')
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('the', 'author', 'has')
('required', 'by', 'law')
('able', 'to', 'support')
('many', 'of', 'which')
('to', 'put', 'the')
('but', 'when', 'you')
('on', 'to', 'the')
('out', 'of', 'org')
('as', 'has', 'been')
('time', 'and', 'the')
('but', 'at', 'this')
('the', 'resources', 'that')
('that', 'weve', 'had')
('bill', 'at', 'this')
('want', 'to', 'protect')
('from', 'gpe', 'to')
('can', 'get', 'a')
('moving', 'forward', 'and')
('down', 'the', 'road')
('have', 'an', 'issue')
('to', 'us', 'to')
('back', 'to', 'the')
('even', 'if', 'the')
('due', 'to', 'the')
('to', 'apply', 'to')
('the', 'sort', 'of')
('none', 'of', 'that')
('chief', 'probation', 'officers')
('be', 'clear', 'about')
('they', 'can', 'be')
('be', 'removing', 'our')
('the', 'bill', 'weve')
('definition', 'of', 'what')
('the', 'sponsor', 'and')
('gpe', 'to', 'gpe')
('cardinal', 'of', 'which')
('them', 'in', 'the')
('hard', 'work', 'and')
('reality', 'is', 'that')
('we', 'can', 'get')
('that', 'with', 'the')
('we', 'do', 'see')
('been', 'in', 'the')
('in', 'the', 'committee')
('the', 'committee', 'analysis')
('there', 'is', 'nothing')
('of', 'org', 'just')
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0.666666667
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0.666666667
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0.666666667
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0.666666667
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0.666666667
0.666666667
0.666666667
0.666666667

('and', 'we', 'appreciate')
('that', 'i', 'know')
('number', 'of', 'issues')
('opposition', 'to', 'gpe')
('i', 'understand', 'the')
('the', 'org', 'staff')
('what', 'the', 'author')
('with', 'org', 'this')
('safety', 'and', 'reliability')
('there', 'is', 'a')
('and', 'the', 'authors')
('have', 'a', 'problem')
('to', 'take', 'out')
('by', 'this', 'bill')
('the', 'analysis', 'that')
('for', 'listening', 'to')
('and', 'trade', 'program')
('work', 'with', 'us')
('officers', 'of', 'gpe')
('at', 'a', 'minimum')
('agree', 'with', 'mr')
('that', 'were', 'not')
('on', 'this', 'issue')
('the', 'only', 'thing')
('are', 'trying', 'to')
('an', 'issue', 'with')
('thats', 'what', 'were')
('this', 'opportunity', 'to')
('org', 'i', 'just')
('where', 'they', 'can')
('work', 'with', 'them')
('in', 'opposition', 'we')
('at', 'all', 'of')
('the', 'mental', 'health')
('out', 'that', 'there')
('speak', 'to', 'that')
('concerns', 'with', 'the')
('the', 'sponsors', 'and')
('think', 'that', 'there')
('greatly', 'appreciate', 'the')
('so', 'wed', 'like')
('and', 'i', 'agree')
('a', 'cardinal', 'vote')
('what', 'i', 'was')
('with', 'us', 'and')
('the', 'opportunity', 'for')
('put', 'in', 'place')
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0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

('this', 'and', 'i')
('of', 'all', 'of')
('working', 'with', 'our')
('in', 'the', 'commission')
('but', 'its', 'not')
('with', 'our', 'members')
('with', 'norp', 'for')
('org', 'i', 'appreciate')
('we', 'dont', 'think')
('county', 'and', 'municipal')
('all', 'of', 'those')
('concern', 'is', 'the')
('in', 'the', 'position')
('when', 'we', 'have')
('i', 'would', 'suggest')
('is', 'the', 'time')
('come', 'up', 'with')
('for', 'the', 'public')
('in', 'our', 'communities')
('we', 'have', 'some')
('issues', 'that', 'were')
('this', 'bill', 'to')
('passed', 'in', 'date')
('and', 'that', 'it')
('as', 'a', 'cosponsor')
('in', 'date', 'is')
('as', 'it', 'was')
('no', 'way', 'for')
('org', 'that', 'is')
('sort', 'of', 'the')
('are', 'not', 'being')
('to', 'come', 'up')
('the', 'public', 'interest')
('part', 'of', 'their')
('most', 'of', 'these')
('and', 'municipal', 'employees')
('be', 'part', 'of')
('amendments', 'that', 'the')
('is', 'a', 'concern')
('to', 'go', 'down')
('staff', 'and', 'we')
('for', 'those', 'who')
('you', 'would', 'be')
('to', 'say', 'the')
('really', 'appreciate', 'the')
('and', 'we', 'oppose')
('talk', 'about', 'this')
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0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
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0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

('gpe', 'org', 'i')
('date', 'before', 'the')
('have', 'the', 'ability')
('a', 'few', 'things')
('date', 'so', 'if')
('do', 'support', 'the')
('to', 'make', 'these')
('a', 'chilling', 'effect')
('in', 'the', 'statute')
('we', 'would', 'encourage')
('bill', 'moves', 'forward')
('because', 'that', 'is')
('at', 'all', 'and')
('here', 'at', 'the')
('but', 'we', 'dont')
('clear', 'and', 'convincing')
('and', 'we', 'hope')
('working', 'with', 'org')
('with', 'some', 'of')
('to', 'the', 'city')
('the', 'org', 'did')
('that', 'you', 'may')
('then', 'the', 'other')
('that', 'the', 'author')
('that', 'need', 'to')
('as', 'weve', 'seen')
('law', 'enforcement', 'agency')
('to', 'meet', 'our')
('well', 'i', 'think')
('appreciate', 'senator', 'persons')
('that', 'these', 'are')
('and', 'then', 'the')
('from', 'the', 'org')
('not', 'be', 'the')
('we', 'just', 'think')
('the', 'amendments', 'date')
('to', 'talk', 'to')
('the', 'language', 'that')
('as', 'to', 'how')
('like', 'to', 'start')
('can', 'do', 'it')
('the', 'state', 'the')
('can', 'get', 'to')
('be', 'a', 'lot')
('programs', 'that', 'are')
('do', 'not', 'know')
('are', 'based', 'on')
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0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

('to', 'be', 'working')
('we', 'do', 'want')
('date', 'we', 'are')
('again', 'we', 'have')
('done', 'by', 'org')
('local', 'elected', 'officials')
('say', 'a', 'few')
('skilled', 'and', 'trained')
('of', 'those', 'cardinal')
('because', 'it', 'makes')
('date', 'from', 'the')
('a', 'firearm', 'in')
('as', 'to', 'the')
('and', 'our', 'members')
('staff', 'for', 'their')
('thank', 'you', 'the')
('and', 'this', 'was')
('this', 'bill', 'should')
('and', 'org', 'has')
('we', 'are', 'doing')
('requirement', 'that', 'the')
('we', 'continue', 'to')
('depending', 'on', 'how')
('well', 'be', 'able')
('for', 'public', 'safety')
('it', 'should', 'be')
('you', 'want', 'to')
('if', 'youre', 'going')
('if', 'you', 'are')
('most', 'of', 'the')
('to', 'start', 'by')
('who', 'has', 'a')
('we', 'have', 'had')
('i', 'tried', 'to')
('hard', 'on', 'this')
('advantage', 'of', 'the')
('know', 'that', 'in')
('to', 'provide', 'these')
('that', 'were', 'just')
('it', 'is', 'a')
('person', 'here', 'on')
('willing', 'to', 'work')
('that', 'we', 'really')
('for', 'their', 'work')
('for', 'our', 'members')
('take', 'advantage', 'of')
('to', 'date', 'and')
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('is', 'the', 'problem')
('removed', 'from', 'the')
('mr', 'person', 'and')
('in', 'the', 'room')
('goal', 'of', 'the')
('you', 'mr', 'person')
('that', 'to', 'be')
('but', 'the', 'bill')
('on', 'the', 'record')
('from', 'org', 'we')
('the', 'removal', 'of')
('process', 'thank', 'you')
('we', 'have', 'concerns')
('the', 'fact', 'that')
('person', 'mentioned', 'the')
('date', 'gpe', 'has')
('thank', 'org', 'member')
('for', 'individuals', 'who')
('the', 'data', 'and')
('do', 'that', 'i')
('person', 'person', 'org')
('the', 'information', 'that')
('the', 'same', 'reasons')
('of', 'org', 'that')
('if', 'you', 'want')
('concerns', 'raised', 'by')
('we', 'just', 'need')
('language', 'of', 'the')
('respectfully', 'oppose', 'this')
('and', 'so', 'those')
('dont', 'have', 'a')
('the', 'issue', 'that')
('org', 'also', 'opposed')
('the', 'hands', 'of')
('so', 'in', 'the')
('from', 'the', 'bill')
('so', 'all', 'of')
('of', 'gpes', 'org')
('on', 'both', 'sides')
('date', 'and', 'this')
('the', 'area', 'of')
('to', 'take', 'care')
('the', 'amendments', 'we')
('subject', 'to', 'a')
('does', 'not', 'have')
('of', 'gpe', 'gpe')
('with', 'the', 'org')
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('gpe', 'we', 'do')
('org', 'with', 'the')
('of', 'the', 'norp')
('if', 'we', 'had')
('goal', 'is', 'to')
('appreciative', 'of', 'the')
('by', 'my', 'colleagues')
('i', 'think', 'there')
('that', 'senator', 'person')
('we', 'do', 'this')
('with', 'org', 'for')
('that', 'if', 'there')
('under', 'the', 'org')
('to', 'do', 'for')
('moves', 'forward', 'thank')
('the', 'answer', 'is')
('the', 'next', 'generation')
('org', 'we', 'also')
('were', 'concerned', 'that')
('of', 'the', 'orgs')
('and', 'we', 'believe')
('this', 'bill', 'creates')
('the', 'age', 'of')
('the', 'ordinal', 'time')
('lot', 'of', 'the')
('to', 'remove', 'our')
('and', 'there', 'is')
('a', 'staff', 'attorney')
('part', 'of', 'our')
('we', 'are', 'looking')
('set', 'of', 'amendments')
('the', 'purpose', 'of')
('on', 'the', 'board')
('we', 'think', 'the')
('to', 'take', 'advantage')
('and', 'we', 'dont')
('the', 'terms', 'of')
('the', 'commission', 'of')
('of', 'issues', 'that')
('is', 'likely', 'to')
('a', 'date', 'notice')
('we', 'can', 'come')
('have', 'concerns', 'with')
('improve', 'the', 'health')
('this', 'measure', 'we')
('on', 'the', 'org')
('any', 'type', 'of')
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('that', 'were', 'trying')
('that', 'theres', 'no')
('other', 'forms', 'of')
('way', 'that', 'the')
('and', 'working', 'with')
('of', 'the', 'urban')
('no', 'place', 'to')
('it', 'needs', 'to')
('committee', 'person', 'on')
('so', 'when', 'you')
('so', 'if', 'the')
('that', 'org', 'will')
('in', 'opposition', 'to')
('not', 'only', 'the')
('of', 'gpe', 'also')
('they', 'have', 'the')
('it', 'is', 'also')
('one', 'of', 'them')
('to', 'come', 'out')
('by', 'the', 'proponents')
('why', 'we', 'have')
('in', 'the', 'language')
('going', 'forward', 'we')
('we', 'will', 'not')
('with', 'the', 'authors')
('the', 'idea', 'of')
('dont', 'have', 'to')
('and', 'as', 'a')
('not', 'the', 'way')
('and', 'then', 'if')
('been', 'around', 'for')
('gpe', 'chapters', 'of')
('proud', 'to', 'sponsor')
('with', 'my', 'colleague')
('the', 'other', 'issue')
('industry', 'and', 'we')
('thank', 'you', 'mr')
('but', 'i', 'dont')
('do', 'not', 'have')
('its', 'just', 'a')
('to', 'take', 'into')
('sponsor', 'and', 'the')
('associated', 'with', 'the')
('that', 'we', 'cant')
('have', 'to', 'go')
('that', 'we', 'want')
('so', 'there', 'are')
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('org', 'staff', 'for')
('about', 'the', 'fact')
('think', 'there', 'are')
('working', 'closely', 'with')
('just', 'say', 'that')
('and', 'we', 'understand')
('if', 'we', 'were')
('with', 'it', 'and')
('we', 'also', 'are')
('i', 'think', 'as')
('the', 'effects', 'of')
('but', 'it', 'is')
('to', 'thank', 'org')
('and', 'id', 'like')
('to', 'see', 'if')
('in', 'other', 'words')
('in', 'the', 'hands')
('process', 'in', 'place')
('remind', 'you', 'that')
('we', 'have', 'with')
('that', 'as', 'the')
('want', 'to', 'just')
('person', 'who', 'has')
('regardless', 'of', 'their')
('need', 'to', 'get')
('up', 'on', 'the')
('bill', 'so', 'that')
('able', 'to', 'come')
('with', 'org', 'in')
('out', 'of', 'compliance')
('going', 'to', 'come')
('address', 'our', 'concerns')
('of', 'the', 'public')
('we', 'want', 'to')
('whats', 'going', 'on')
('bill', 'because', 'of')
('im', 'sure', 'that')
('i', 'agree', 'with')
('in', 'gpe', 'since')
('nothing', 'in', 'this')
('theyre', 'not', 'going')
('so', 'while', 'we')
('opposition', 'to', 'org')
('an', 'amendment', 'that')
('we', 'greatly', 'appreciate')
('for', 'a', 'lot')
('org', 'and', 'it')
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('information', 'about', 'the')
('a', 'lot', 'of')
('also', 'on', 'the')
('time', 'org', 'members')
('appreciate', 'the', 'work')
('date', 'in', 'order')
('morning', 'mr', 'chair')
('in', 'support', 'but')
('thank', 'you', 'i')
('to', 'meet', 'that')
('know', 'how', 'much')
('of', 'the', 'data')
('members', 'i', 'am')
('as', 'one', 'of')
('org', 'to', 'the')
('or', 'not', 'we')
('here', 'we', 'are')
('with', 'a', 'cardinal')
('we', 'are', 'proud')
('in', 'support', 'also')
('but', 'for', 'the')
('staff', 'attorney', 'at')
('his', 'leadership', 'on')
('bill', 'is', 'an')
('in', 'cardinal', 'of')
('cardinal', 'of', 'all')
('version', 'of', 'the')
('they', 'would', 'not')
('with', 'that', 'as')
('the', 'time', 'and')
('person', 'if', 'i')
('to', 'the', 'measure')
('dont', 'think', 'it')
('and', 'can', 'be')
('from', 'being', 'a')
('is', 'a', 'process')
('apply', 'to', 'all')
('that', 'can', 'be')
('according', 'to', 'the')
('strongly', 'believe', 'that')
('is', 'a', 'lot')
('the', 'cap', 'and')
('reduce', 'greenhouse', 'gas')
('member', 'person', 'for')
('to', 'try', 'to')
('thats', 'the', 'problem')
('looking', 'for', 'a')
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('what', 'i', 'want')
('amend', 'the', 'bill')
('get', 'to', 'a')
('of', 'care', 'and')
('org', 'just', 'want')
('cardinal', 'or', 'cardinal')
('to', 'sponsor', 'this')
('of', 'that', 'information')
('if', 'the', 'bill')
('as', 'well', 'i')
('in', 'the', 'same')
('bill', 'but', 'we')
('the', 'money', 'to')
('the', 'collective', 'bargaining')
('working', 'on', 'this')
('to', 'have', 'that')
('heard', 'a', 'lot')
('may', 'be', 'a')
('this', 'kind', 'of')
('the', 'cause', 'of')
('bill', 'would', 'require')
('we', 'dont', 'need')
('operate', 'in', 'gpe')
('on', 'a', 'regular')
('the', 'grid', 'and')
('bill', 'this', 'bill')
('think', 'the', 'bill')
('to', 'serve', 'the')
('think', 'that', 'is')
('like', 'to', 'have')
('for', 'org', 'were')
('of', 'the', 'cardinal')
('of', 'their', 'income')
('with', 'the', 'amendments')
('and', 'that', 'would')
('of', 'it', 'and')
('the', 'folks', 'who')
('to', 'see', 'the')
('align', 'myself', 'with')
('of', 'people', 'that')
('in', 'gpe', 'because')
('colleague', 'from', 'org')
('other', 'parts', 'of')
('the', 'reason', 'why')
('for', 'date', 'im')
('trying', 'to', 'figure')
('a', 'chance', 'to')
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('were', 'also', 'concerned')
('to', 'the', 'local')
('people', 'who', 'dont')
('those', 'are', 'our')
('in', 'date', 'a')
('bill', 'that', 'we')
('hopeful', 'that', 'we')
('i', 'wanted', 'to')
('in', 'gpe', 'that')
('dont', 'have', 'that')
('that', 'it', 'will')
('to', 'org', 'the')
('the', 'definition', 'of')
('we', 'too', 'are')
('youre', 'going', 'to')
('its', 'a', 'very')
('but', 'there', 'are')
('here', 'is', 'that')
('we', 'think', 'there')
('in', 'the', 'area')
('actually', 'have', 'a')
('to', 'put', 'a')
('the', 'way', 'the')
('will', 'be', 'a')
('a', 'condition', 'of')
('there', 'thank', 'you')
('as', 'i', 'understand')
('that', 'we', 'are')
('because', 'there', 'are')
('leadership', 'on', 'this')
('sure', 'that', 'they')
('with', 'the', 'local')
('of', 'my', 'colleagues')
('if', 'we', 'can')
('made', 'by', 'org')
('conversations', 'with', 'the')
('in', 'place', 'that')
('they', 'did', 'not')
('something', 'that', 'i')
('to', 'acknowledge', 'the')
('this', 'area', 'and')
('oppose', 'this', 'bill')
('are', 'things', 'that')
('and', 'i', 'work')
('that', 'if', 'we')
('on', 'this', 'we')
('of', 'them', 'and')
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('is', 'very', 'very')
('asking', 'for', 'a')
('answer', 'to', 'that')
('also', 'would', 'like')
('heard', 'from', 'the')
('that', 'it', 'was')
('we', 'all', 'agree')
('across', 'the', 'nation')
('that', 'would', 'require')
('have', 'a', 'concern')
('under', 'the', 'federal')
('is', 'the', 'org')
('who', 'has', 'been')
('removing', 'our', 'opposition')
('moving', 'forward', 'with')
('executive', 'director', 'for')
('this', 'issue', 'for')
('and', 'in', 'this')
('are', 'eligible', 'for')
('thank', 'you', 'chairman')
('with', 'the', 'sponsors')
('should', 'be', 'given')
('of', 'these', 'things')
('how', 'many', 'people')
('org', 'to', 'do')
('to', 'this', 'measure')
('you', 'to', 'vote')
('law', 'enforcement', 'officers')
('it', 'has', 'not')
('the', 'most', 'effective')
('but', 'for', 'now')
('not', 'have', 'an')
('work', 'and', 'we')
('also', 'wanted', 'to')
('of', 'the', 'reason')
('be', 'very', 'clear')
('when', 'youre', 'talking')
('trying', 'to', 'address')
('the', 'kind', 'of')
('are', 'in', 'this')
('the', 'reasons', 'previously')
('are', 'committed', 'to')
('there', 'are', 'a')
('gpe', 'and', 'cardinal')
('and', 'were', 'going')
('would', 'be', 'happy')
('right', 'now', 'and')
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('even', 'though', 'the')
('to', 'go', 'back')
('of', 'our', 'students')
('it', 'to', 'be')
('so', 'that', 'the')
('those', 'reasons', 'were')
('this', 'in', 'a')
('under', 'this', 'bill')
('believe', 'that', 'we')
('any', 'of', 'those')
('that', 'if', 'you')
('on', 'it', 'and')
('not', 'talking', 'about')
('had', 'a', 'chance')
('and', 'they', 'dont')
('of', 'a', 'problem')
('gpe', 'that', 'have')
('most', 'of', 'our')
('was', 'that', 'the')
('and', 'we', 'still')
('and', 'i', 'appreciate')
('is', 'subject', 'to')
('that', 'org', 'has')
('weve', 'been', 'working')
('of', 'org', 'so')
('number', 'of', 'reasons')
('looking', 'at', 'this')
('language', 'thank', 'you')
('come', 'back', 'to')
('safety', 'of', 'our')
('person', 'for', 'his')
('we', 'do', 'not')
('support', 'of', 'the')
('i', 'hope', 'that')
('that', 'its', 'not')
('on', 'the', 'table')
('as', 'a', 'state')
('that', 'the', 'state')
('that', 'is', 'that')
('that', 'the', 'gpe')
('us', 'to', 'address')
('with', 'my', 'colleagues')
('distributed', 'energy', 'resources')
('go', 'through', 'the')
('the', 'ordinal', 'thing')
('date', 'in', 'date')
('to', 'the', 'issue')
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('it', 'provides', 'a')
('that', 'should', 'be')
('attorney', 'at', 'org')
('are', 'not', 'a')
('the', 'bill', 'it')
('a', 'regular', 'basis')
('not', 'opposed', 'to')
('if', 'youre', 'not')
('with', 'many', 'of')
('the', 'bill', 'which')
('component', 'of', 'the')
('that', 'have', 'already')
('authority', 'in', 'support')
('so', 'much', 'for')
('over', 'the', 'course')
('org', 'i', 'think')
('no', 'vote', 'on')
('ask', 'you', 'to')
('talking', 'about', 'a')
('the', 'intent', 'of')
('and', 'we', 'cant')
('of', 'law', 'and')
('author', 'and', 'sponsors')
('as', 'i', 'said')
('to', 'suggest', 'that')
('gpe', 'we', 'also')
('appreciate', 'the', 'opportunity')
('issue', 'and', 'we')
('in', 'opposition', 'thank')
('that', 'i', 'had')
('were', 'not', 'talking')
('of', 'org', 'id')
('to', 'come', 'back')
('for', 'some', 'of')
('ensure', 'that', 'we')
('its', 'not', 'a')
('you', 'can', 'do')
('the', 'hard', 'work')
('does', 'that', 'mean')
('so', 'that', 'would')
('in', 'gpe', 'the')
('the', 'committee', 'for')
('see', 'in', 'the')
('so', 'i', 'will')
('org', 'org', 'as')
('you', 'person', 'for')
('we', 'are', 'now')
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('up', 'to', 'the')
('say', 'that', 'we')
('bill', 'we', 'do')
('to', 'be', 'paid')
('pointed', 'out', 'in')
('in', 'respectful', 'opposition')
('on', 'trying', 'to')
('time', 'my', 'names')
('opposition', 'of', 'the')
('to', 'gpe', 'cardinal')
('gpe', 'since', 'date')
('reasons', 'previously', 'stated')
('that', 'needs', 'to')
('the', 'bill', 'thank')
('from', 'the', 'public')
('theyre', 'supposed', 'to')
('does', 'not', 'take')
('through', 'the', 'org')
('bill', 'would', 'not')
('by', 'mr', 'person')
('the', 'law', 'enforcement')
('be', 'the', 'ordinal')
('dont', 'know', 'that')
('yes', 'thank', 'you')
('im', 'a', 'staff')
('id', 'be', 'happy')
('bill', 'we', 'are')
('author', 'and', 'staff')
('in', 'that', 'particular')
('the', 'safety', 'of')
('if', 'we', 'do')
('and', 'then', 'to')
('things', 'that', 'were')
('id', 'also', 'like')
('of', 'things', 'and')
('of', 'the', 'employee')
('and', 'that', 'we')
('thats', 'something', 'that')
('date', 'we', 'have')
('cardinal', 'other', 'states')
('analysis', 'that', 'was')
('provisions', 'of', 'this')
('by', 'cardinal', 'of')
('or', 'the', 'other')
('the', 'recent', 'amendments')
('org', 'id', 'like')
('could', 'lead', 'to')
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('that', 'people', 'can')
('we', 'have', 'an')
('need', 'for', 'the')
('sponsor', 'this', 'bill')
('this', 'is', 'all')
('want', 'to', 'go')
('the', 'funding', 'for')
('need', 'for', 'a')
('thing', 'to', 'do')
('about', 'how', 'this')
('with', 'org', 'thank')
('so', 'were', 'not')
('us', 'and', 'we')
('continue', 'working', 'with')
('of', 'the', 'health')
('the', 'org', 'in')
('and', 'have', 'to')
('believe', 'that', 'that')
('the', 'org', 'that')
('so', 'that', 'people')
('get', 'to', 'the')
('person', 'with', 'org')
('were', 'in', 'a')
('would', 'love', 'to')
('madam', 'person', 'members')
('over', 'date', 'to')
('of', 'this', 'and')
('worked', 'with', 'the')
('trying', 'to', 'make')
('as', 'a', 'condition')
('we', 'do', 'support')
('were', 'proud', 'to')
('on', 'the', 'road')
('for', 'his', 'leadership')
('the', 'author', 'we')
('cities', 'we', 'are')
('come', 'back', 'and')
('of', 'the', 'victims')
('the', 'need', 'for')
('want', 'to', 'get')
('been', 'on', 'the')
('they', 'are', 'a')
('author', 'and', 'his')
('in', 'opposition', 'of')
('we', 'havent', 'seen')
('that', 'information', 'is')
('on', 'gpe', 'date')
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('understand', 'the', 'need')
('this', 'time', 'we')
('understand', 'that', 'the')
('bill', 'we', 'appreciate')
('harassment', 'or', 'discrimination')
('we', 'think', 'it')
('this', 'bill', 'date')
('this', 'legislation', 'thank')
('for', 'a', 'no')
('mr', 'person', 'the')
('of', 'them', 'is')
('what', 'may', 'be')
('this', 'bill', 'passes')
('raised', 'by', 'the')
('and', 'we', 'need')
('does', 'not', 'affect')
('if', 'they', 'do')
('this', 'bill', 'so')
('to', 'what', 'we')
('take', 'very', 'seriously')
('person', 'org', 'we')
('you', 'would', 'have')
('all', 'the', 'way')
('say', 'that', 'were')
('this', 'bill', 'does')
('the', 'people', 'in')
('not', 'in', 'opposition')
('are', 'proud', 'to')
('org', 'were', 'proud')
('org', 'representing', 'org')
('that', 'in', 'gpe')
('a', 'process', 'in')
('gpe', 'is', 'the')
('org', 'for', 'date')
('by', 'my', 'colleague')
('has', 'to', 'be')
('is', 'an', 'issue')
('i', 'echo', 'the')
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Successful 3 word phrases for testimonies with "Against" or "Indeterminate" alignment
3 word phrase (trigram)
Success Rate
('to', 'read', 'thank')
1
('move', 'america', 'and')
1
('oppose', 'along', 'with')
1
('gpe', 'hi', 'im')
1
('la', 'org', 'org')
1
('org', 'esperanza', 'community')
1
('corporation', 'person', 'org')
1
('health', 'councils', 'org')
1
('take', 'up', 'more')
1
('esperanza', 'community', 'housing')
1
('advocates', 'here', 'to')
1
('you', 'org', 'esperanza')
1
('i', 'wont', 'bother')
1
('in', 'place', 'jobs')
1
('justice', 'org', 'coalition')
1
('up', 'more', 'time')
1
('person', 'org', 'investing')
1
('org', 'fair', 'rents')
1
('wont', 'bother', 'to')
1
('america', 'and', 'cardinal')
1
('to', 'move', 'america')
1
('counsel', 'act', 'la')
1
('for', 'justice', 'org')
1
('public', 'counsel', 'act')
1
('fair', 'rents', 'for')
1
('org', 'org', 'beyond')
1
('org', 'investing', 'in')
1
('community', 'technologies', 'community')
1
('community', 'health', 'councils')
1
('to', 'oppose', 'along')
1
('community', 'housing', 'corporation')
1
('read', 'thank', 'you')
1
('act', 'la', 'org')
1
('economic', 'survival', 'community')
1
('beyond', 'the', 'arc')
1
('councils', 'org', 'fair')
1
('for', 'economic', 'survival')
1
('place', 'jobs', 'to')
1
('technologies', 'community', 'health')
1
('org', 'beyond', 'the')
1
('rents', 'for', 'gpe')
1
('bother', 'to', 'take')
1
('housing', 'corporation', 'person')
1
('coalition', 'for', 'economic')
1
('jobs', 'to', 'move')
1

('survival', 'community', 'technologies')
('gpe', 'public', 'counsel')
('investing', 'in', 'place')
('for', 'gpe', 'public')
('that', 'i', 'wont')
('org', 'coalition', 'for')
('other', 'organizations', 'that')
('to', 'take', 'up')
('cardinal', 'other', 'organizations')
('time', 'to', 'read')
('of', 'gpe', 'hi')
('organizations', 'that', 'i')
('and', 'person', 'on')
('here', 'to', 'oppose')
('down', 'the', 'state')
('high', 'speed', 'rail')
('you', 'can', 'get')
('up', 'and', 'down')
('and', 'down', 'the')
('for', 'org', 'for')
('if', 'this', 'is')
('what', 'do', 'we')
('we', 'would', 'argue')
('of', 'the', 'cities')
('of', 'domestic', 'violence')
('representing', 'org', 'also')
('be', 'paid', 'for')
('still', 'have', 'some')
('as', 'a', 'result')
('gpe', 'right', 'now')
('nothing', 'in', 'the')
('opportunity', 'to', 'work')
('date', 'i', 'have')
('is', 'a', 'small')
('thats', 'not', 'going')
('are', 'supportive', 'of')
('to', 'stand', 'up')
('to', 'invest', 'in')
('in', 'opposition', 'date')
('org', 'from', 'gpe')
('not', 'allowed', 'to')
('to', 'acknowledge', 'that')
('opposition', 'to', 'this')
('who', 'work', 'in')
('senators', 'person', 'on')
('believe', 'it', 'is')
('we', 'were', 'the')
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('and', 'also', 'a')
('problem', 'and', 'we')
('that', 'reason', 'we')
('for', 'affordable', 'housing')
('money', 'an', 'hour')
('for', 'the', 'purpose')
('the', 'cities', 'of')
('person', 'with', 'all')
('this', 'is', 'something')
('and', 'org', 'also')
('to', 'address', 'this')
('be', 'on', 'the')
('in', 'your', 'analysis')
('for', 'in', 'the')
('sponsor', 'of', 'org')
('mr', 'persons', 'comments')
('look', 'at', 'how')
('senator', 'person', 'on')
('are', 'on', 'the')
('a', 'date', 'basis')
('to', 'work', 'for')
('his', 'or', 'her')
('in', 'a', 'different')
('of', 'affordable', 'housing')
('kinds', 'of', 'things')
('that', 'the', 'court')
('but', 'it', 'does')
('to', 'see', 'it')
('date', 'in', 'the')
('the', 'hook', 'for')
('the', 'bill', 'with')
('that', 'they', 'will')
('something', 'that', 'they')
('gpe', 'would', 'be')
('this', 'is', 'very')
('that', 'is', 'the')
('as', 'well', 'we')
('cardinal', 'of', 'them')
('will', 'create', 'a')
('that', 'theyre', 'going')
('a', 'problem', 'and')
('because', 'we', 'do')
('we', 'are', 'also')
('to', 'kind', 'of')
('than', 'happy', 'to')
('assure', 'you', 'that')
('who', 'wants', 'to')
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('org', 'county', 'and')
('this', 'bill', 'its')
('with', 'org', 'county')
('to', 'this', 'issue')
('there', 'is', 'not')
('have', 'in', 'the')
('bill', 'does', 'and')
('again', 'we', 'are')
('of', 'the', 'california')
('but', 'we', 'would')
('is', 'responsible', 'for')
('mr', 'person', 'senators')
('when', 'it', 'was')
('time', 'person', 'with')
('that', 'is', 'to')
('that', 'you', 'know')
('were', 'one', 'of')
('purpose', 'of', 'the')
('org', 'to', 'make')
('thats', 'going', 'to')
('is', 'a', 'statewide')
('and', 'in', 'addition')
('what', 'has', 'been')
('a', 'result', 'of')
('went', 'on', 'to')
('for', 'date', 'of')
('the', 'cosponsors', 'of')
('on', 'a', 'date')
('going', 'to', 'put')
('that', 'were', 'concerned')
('for', 'people', 'who')
('impact', 'of', 'the')
('of', 'them', 'are')
('to', 'come', 'in')
('behalf', 'of', 'norp')
('is', 'a', 'date')
('an', 'attempt', 'to')
('mr', 'person', 'im')
('someone', 'who', 'has')
('this', 'reason', 'we')
('the', 'requirements', 'of')
('reach', 'out', 'to')
('of', 'a', 'bill')
('to', 'live', 'in')
('in', 'date', 'which')
('for', 'the', 'state')
('point', 'of', 'view')
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('it', 'creates', 'a')
('that', 'we', 'need')
('date', 'or', 'cardinal')
('we', 'are', 'supportive')
('thats', 'exactly', 'what')
('date', 'is', 'not')
('from', 'org', 'in')
('bill', 'seeks', 'to')
('compared', 'to', 'the')
('this', 'bill', 'seeks')
('in', 'charge', 'of')
('so', 'this', 'is')
('gpe', 'and', 'also')
('allow', 'them', 'to')
('are', 'also', 'in')
('want', 'to', 'ensure')
('for', 'percent', 'of')
('to', 'communicate', 'with')
('municipal', 'employees', 'in')
('to', 'us', 'and')
('people', 'are', 'going')
('this', 'is', 'really')
('do', 'not', 'want')
('we', 'really', 'do')
('allow', 'for', 'the')
('for', 'this', 'reason')
('of', 'the', 'cosponsors')
('the', 'law', 'to')
('of', 'the', 'biggest')
('money', 'to', 'pay')
('going', 'to', 'pay')
('to', 'get', 'that')
('reason', 'for', 'that')
('members', 'cesar', 'diaz')
('youre', 'talking', 'about')
('to', 'understand', 'that')
('in', 'gpe', 'i')
('bill', 'does', 'it')
('for', 'a', 'couple')
('it', 'easier', 'for')
('to', 'close', 'the')
('i', 'understand', 'that')
('we', 'try', 'to')
('the', 'problems', 'that')
('we', 'do', 'think')
('in', 'date', 'so')
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Successful 4 word phrases for testimonies with "For" or "Indeterminate" alignment:
4 word phrase (quadgram)
Success Rate
('org', 'in', 'opposition', 'to')
1
('were', 'opposed', 'to', 'the')
1
('but', 'at', 'this', 'time')
1
('we', 'share', 'the', 'concerns')
1
('org', 'we', 'oppose', 'this')
1
('dont', 'have', 'an', 'official')
1
('you', 'to', 'oppose', 'this')
1
('to', 'oppose', 'this', 'bill')
1
('org', 'in', 'respectful', 'opposition')
1
('opposition', 'to', 'this', 'measure')
1
('you', 'to', 'vote', 'no')
1
('in', 'opposition', 'person', 'on')
1
('opposition', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
1
('with', 'org', 'also', 'opposed')
1
('were', 'going', 'to', 'continue')
1
('those', 'reasons', 'were', 'opposed')
1
('we', 'strongly', 'oppose', 'this')
1
('the', 'proponents', 'of', 'the')
1
('i', 'would', 'note', 'that')
1
('we', 'do', 'have', 'concerns')
1
('no', 'vote', 'on', 'this')
1
('the', 'amendments', 'that', 'the')
1
('in', 'its', 'current', 'form')
1
('concerns', 'that', 'we', 'have')
1
('sexual', 'orientation', 'change', 'efforts')
1
('we', 'are', 'strongly', 'opposed')
1
('are', 'strongly', 'opposed', 'to')
1
('strongly', 'opposed', 'to', 'this')
1
('to', 'this', 'bill', 'thank')
1
('in', 'its', 'present', 'form')
1
('oppose', 'this', 'measure', 'thank')
1
('in', 'opposition', 'to', 'org')
1
('your', 'no', 'vote', 'on')
1
('to', 'the', 'bill', 'as')
1
('org', 'in', 'opposition', 'person')
1
('those', 'reasons', 'we', 'remain')
1
('a', 'lot', 'of', 'concerns')
1
('in', 'opposition', 'to', 'gpe')
1
('opposed', 'to', 'the', 'measure')
1
('the', 'bill', 'is', 'currently')
1
('these', 'reasons', 'we', 'oppose')
1
('our', 'opposition', 'thank', 'you')
1
('that', 'this', 'is', 'going')
1
('and', 'technology', 'association', 'also')
1
('technology', 'association', 'also', 'opposed')
1

('here', 'date', 'in', 'opposition')
('the', 'bill', 'in', 'its')
('bill', 'in', 'its', 'current')
('person', 'i', 'represent', 'cardinal')
('i', 'represent', 'cardinal', 'regional')
('represent', 'cardinal', 'regional', 'apartment')
('cardinal', 'regional', 'apartment', 'associations')
('not', 'have', 'a', 'position')
('we', 'dont', 'have', 'an')
('org', 'we', 'dont', 'have')
('have', 'a', 'position', 'on')
('a', 'position', 'on', 'the')
('neutral', 'on', 'the', 'bill')
('some', 'concerns', 'with', 'the')
('have', 'some', 'concerns', 'with')
('do', 'have', 'some', 'concerns')
('look', 'forward', 'to', 'continuing')
('position', 'on', 'the', 'bill')
('dont', 'have', 'a', 'position')
('on', 'the', 'bill', 'but')
('like', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('to', 'continuing', 'to', 'work')
('of', 'org', 'of', 'the')
('and', 'the', 'org', 'staff')
('want', 'to', 'speak', 'to')
('on', 'the', 'bill', 'we')
('an', 'official', 'position', 'on')
('need', 'to', 'be', 'made')
('look', 'forward', 'to', 'continue')
('author', 'and', 'the', 'sponsors')
('im', 'going', 'to', 'be')
('all', 'the', 'work', 'that')
('do', 'not', 'have', 'a')
('so', 'im', 'going', 'to')
('person', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
('gpe', 'manufacturers', 'and', 'technology')
('manufacturers', 'and', 'technology', 'association')
('continuing', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('org', 'we', 'do', 'not')
('have', 'an', 'official', 'position')
('with', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('and', 'org', 'in', 'opposition')
('the', 'bill', 'as', 'it')
('of', 'org', 'we', 'have')
('so', 'much', 'for', 'your')
('because', 'they', 'dont', 'have')
('for', 'the', 'state', 'and')
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('there', 'are', 'a', 'lot')
('are', 'a', 'lot', 'of')
('org', 'and', 'org', 'have')
('and', 'i', 'dont', 'know')
('to', 'continue', 'working', 'with')
('the', 'authors', 'staff', 'and')
('trying', 'to', 'find', 'a')
('we', 'are', 'talking', 'about')
('youre', 'not', 'going', 'to')
('the', 'authors', 'office', 'to')
('we', 'are', 'trying', 'to')
('a', 'number', 'of', 'issues')
('with', 'the', 'author', 'to')
('the', 'gpe', 'manufacturers', 'and')
('forward', 'to', 'continuing', 'to')
('we', 'do', 'not', 'have')
('in', 'the', 'bill', 'we')
('like', 'to', 'thank', 'the')
('we', 'do', 'have', 'some')
('cap', 'and', 'trade', 'program')
('the', 'bill', 'we', 'think')
('greenhouse', 'gas', 'emissions', 'and')
('opposed', 'to', 'this', 'bill')
('at', 'this', 'time', 'we')
('that', 'there', 'is', 'a')
('to', 'the', 'authors', 'office')
('have', 'an', 'issue', 'with')
('i', 'will', 'be', 'brief')
('at', 'the', 'very', 'least')
('this', 'bill', 'does', 'not')
('were', 'concerned', 'about', 'the')
('the', 'reality', 'is', 'that')
('the', 'majority', 'of', 'the')
('on', 'the', 'bill', 'and')
('of', 'org', 'we', 'too')
('some', 'of', 'the', 'concerns')
('mr', 'person', 'person', 'on')
('have', 'a', 'formal', 'position')
('to', 'work', 'with', 'them')
('that', 'we', 'will', 'be')
('the', 'provisions', 'of', 'this')
('whether', 'or', 'not', 'the')
('local', 'law', 'enforcement', 'agencies')
('and', 'i', 'appreciate', 'the')
('believe', 'that', 'this', 'bill')
('and', 'we', 'appreciate', 'the')
('position', 'on', 'this', 'bill')
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('they', 'do', 'not', 'have')
('on', 'some', 'of', 'the')
('at', 'this', 'time', 'but')
('the', 'things', 'that', 'we')
('be', 'able', 'to', 'support')
('org', 'we', 'have', 'a')
('and', 'thats', 'why', 'the')
('you', 'dont', 'have', 'to')
('this', 'bill', 'will', 'be')
('we', 'want', 'to', 'work')
('want', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('with', 'org', 'we', 'dont')
('need', 'for', 'the', 'bill')
('we', 'continue', 'to', 'work')
('to', 'tell', 'you', 'that')
('are', 'opposed', 'to', 'this')
('and', 'i', 'just', 'wanted')
('this', 'bill', 'this', 'is')
('feel', 'that', 'this', 'bill')
('i', 'did', 'want', 'to')
('the', 'chief', 'probation', 'officers')
('our', 'opposition', 'to', 'this')
('going', 'to', 'go', 'to')
('from', 'gpe', 'to', 'gpe')
('we', 'have', 'to', 'be')
('thank', 'the', 'author', 'the')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'chief')
('of', 'the', 'chief', 'probation')
('chief', 'probation', 'officers', 'of')
('probation', 'officers', 'of', 'gpe')
('we', 'appreciate', 'the', 'opportunity')
('in', 'the', 'committee', 'analysis')
('like', 'to', 'continue', 'to')
('for', 'all', 'the', 'work')
('provisions', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('so', 'wed', 'like', 'to')
('thank', 'you', 'mr', 'person')
('you', 'mr', 'person', 'and')
('mr', 'person', 'and', 'members')
('in', 'opposition', 'thank', 'you')
('person', 'with', 'org', 'in')
('you', 'to', 'vote', 'yes')
('to', 'vote', 'yes', 'on')
('person', 'for', 'org', 'in')
('the', 'language', 'in', 'the')
('with', 'org', 'in', 'support')
('work', 'with', 'org', 'and')
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('i', 'dont', 'know', 'that')
('we', 'need', 'to', 'take')
('in', 'support', 'of', 'the')
('support', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('and', 'id', 'like', 'to')
('of', 'org', 'i', 'just')
('opposed', 'to', 'the', 'bill')
('that', 'needs', 'to', 'be')
('also', 'in', 'support', 'of')
('issues', 'with', 'the', 'bill')
('with', 'some', 'of', 'the')
('of', 'org', 'in', 'opposition')
('of', 'org', 'we', 'also')
('if', 'youre', 'going', 'to')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'just')
('over', 'the', 'course', 'of')
('want', 'to', 'continue', 'to')
('of', 'all', 'of', 'the')
('in', 'opposition', 'of', 'the')
('time', 'my', 'names', 'person')
('ask', 'you', 'to', 'vote')
('this', 'bill', 'we', 'have')
('we', 'have', 'concerns', 'with')
('have', 'concerns', 'with', 'the')
('we', 'really', 'appreciate', 'the')
('person', 'here', 'on', 'behalf')
('names', 'person', 'im', 'the')
('executive', 'director', 'for', 'org')
('person', 'for', 'his', 'leadership')
('we', 'are', 'proud', 'to')
('org', 'in', 'support', 'of')
('for', 'a', 'lot', 'of')
('do', 'not', 'have', 'an')
('names', 'person', 'im', 'with')
('thank', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('the', 'author', 'and', 'his')
('time', 'person', 'of', 'org')
('and', 'we', 'do', 'have')
('id', 'be', 'happy', 'to')
('to', 'take', 'care', 'of')
('the', 'cap', 'and', 'trade')
('and', 'then', 'the', 'other')
('intent', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('to', 'ensure', 'that', 'we')
('and', 'so', 'this', 'bill')
('in', 'this', 'area', 'and')
('and', 'i', 'have', 'to')
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('when', 'youre', 'talking', 'about')
('with', 'org', 'and', 'we')
('org', 'id', 'like', 'to')
('org', 'member', 'person', 'for')
('org', 'in', 'opposition', 'thank')
('would', 'like', 'to', 'have')
('the', 'author', 'and', 'sponsors')
('for', 'his', 'leadership', 'on')
('his', 'leadership', 'on', 'this')
('leadership', 'on', 'this', 'issue')
('this', 'issue', 'and', 'we')
('to', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('the', 'bill', 'thank', 'you')
('with', 'org', 'thank', 'you')
('you', 'so', 'much', 'for')
('im', 'a', 'staff', 'attorney')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'ill')
('want', 'to', 'thank', 'org')
('the', 'need', 'for', 'the')
('vote', 'on', 'this', 'bill')
('to', 'this', 'bill', 'we')
('as', 'the', 'org', 'member')
('in', 'gpe', 'and', 'also')
('needs', 'to', 'be', 'a')
('the', 'bill', 'that', 'we')
('theyre', 'not', 'going', 'to')
('of', 'the', 'bill', 'thank')
('is', 'a', 'lot', 'of')
('in', 'the', 'bill', 'but')
('and', 'we', 'understand', 'that')
('we', 'understand', 'that', 'the')
('so', 'we', 'think', 'that')
('in', 'the', 'hands', 'of')
('for', 'those', 'reasons', 'were')
('work', 'with', 'the', 'author')
('ask', 'for', 'a', 'no')
('for', 'a', 'no', 'vote')
('been', 'working', 'on', 'this')
('working', 'on', 'this', 'issue')
('org', 'we', 'too', 'are')
('for', 'the', 'reasons', 'previously')
('to', 'come', 'up', 'with')
('org', 'i', 'just', 'want')
('we', 'do', 'support', 'the')
('on', 'a', 'regular', 'basis')
('need', 'to', 'be', 'addressed')
('that', 'need', 'to', 'be')
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('to', 'work', 'with', 'us')
('myself', 'with', 'the', 'comments')
('this', 'bill', 'and', 'i')
('we', 'do', 'want', 'to')
('willing', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('provisions', 'of', 'this', 'bill')
('in', 'the', 'bill', 'and')
('needs', 'to', 'be', 'addressed')
('working', 'with', 'us', 'and')
('weve', 'been', 'working', 'with')
('been', 'working', 'with', 'the')
('we', 'dont', 'have', 'to')
('this', 'bill', 'is', 'an')
('staff', 'attorney', 'at', 'org')
('had', 'a', 'chance', 'to')
('work', 'with', 'the', 'authors')
('and', 'as', 'a', 'result')
('that', 'were', 'trying', 'to')
('that', 'are', 'in', 'place')
('on', 'this', 'bill', 'but')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'id')
('of', 'org', 'id', 'like')
('much', 'for', 'the', 'opportunity')
('a', 'lot', 'of', 'the')
('nothing', 'in', 'this', 'bill')
('in', 'this', 'bill', 'that')
('and', 'i', 'dont', 'think')
('to', 'the', 'bill', 'thank')
('that', 'we', 'want', 'to')
('we', 'think', 'that', 'there')
('well', 'be', 'able', 'to')
('version', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('my', 'colleague', 'from', 'org')
('you', 'mr', 'person', 'my')
('is', 'an', 'issue', 'that')
('and', 'we', 'need', 'to')
('for', 'the', 'same', 'reasons')
('the', 'bill', 'has', 'been')
('and', 'that', 'would', 'be')
('have', 'to', 'go', 'through')
('just', 'want', 'to', 'say')
('if', 'you', 'want', 'to')
('members', 'person', 'with', 'the')
('of', 'the', 'board', 'of')
('this', 'bill', 'we', 'are')
('to', 'address', 'our', 'concerns')
('org', 'of', 'gpe', 'also')
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('it', 'needs', 'to', 'be')
('work', 'on', 'this', 'bill')
('that', 'it', 'should', 'be')
('here', 'in', 'opposition', 'to')
('we', 'greatly', 'appreciate', 'the')
('with', 'us', 'to', 'address')
('to', 'take', 'advantage', 'of')
('time', 'thank', 'you', 'for')
('the', 'org', 'staff', 'for')
('org', 'in', 'gpe', 'we')
('we', 'think', 'the', 'bill')
('to', 'sponsor', 'this', 'bill')
('be', 'able', 'to', 'do')
('thank', 'you', 'person', 'for')
('to', 'look', 'at', 'the')
('and', 'we', 'hope', 'to')
('good', 'time', 'org', 'members')
('a', 'number', 'of', 'reasons')
('with', 'the', 'authors', 'staff')
('be', 'part', 'of', 'the')
('of', 'the', 'bill', 'but')
('we', 'need', 'to', 'get')
('i', 'want', 'to', 'start')
('want', 'to', 'start', 'by')
('i', 'think', 'there', 'are')
('the', 'sponsor', 'and', 'the')
('some', 'of', 'the', 'amendments')
('county', 'and', 'municipal', 'employees')
('have', 'the', 'ability', 'to')
('id', 'also', 'like', 'to')
('and', 'were', 'going', 'to')
('language', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('were', 'not', 'talking', 'about')
('person', 'org', 'in', 'opposition')
('but', 'i', 'think', 'that')
('this', 'bill', 'this', 'bill')
('the', 'state', 'so', 'we')
('if', 'this', 'bill', 'passes')
('also', 'would', 'like', 'to')
('of', 'org', 'i', 'want')
('about', 'the', 'fact', 'that')
('as', 'a', 'condition', 'of')
('just', 'want', 'to', 'thank')
('the', 'reasons', 'previously', 'stated')
('the', 'author', 'and', 'staff')
('org', 'we', 'appreciate', 'the')
('take', 'advantage', 'of', 'the')
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('would', 'not', 'apply', 'to')
('this', 'legislation', 'thank', 'you')
('noted', 'in', 'the', 'analysis')
('that', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('with', 'the', 'fact', 'that')
('not', 'going', 'to', 'go')
('with', 'the', 'bill', 'and')
('for', 'the', 'org', 'of')
('bill', 'this', 'bill', 'is')
('are', 'the', 'ones', 'that')
('to', 'go', 'to', 'a')
('not', 'going', 'to', 'have')
('opposition', 'to', 'gpe', 'date')
('may', 'not', 'be', 'the')
('that', 'we', 'have', 'with')
('we', 'have', 'with', 'the')
('an', 'increase', 'in', 'the')
('org', 'just', 'want', 'to')
('committee', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
('were', 'proud', 'to', 'support')
('the', 'way', 'that', 'the')
('in', 'the', 'commission', 'of')
('need', 'to', 'take', 'a')
('we', 'are', 'looking', 'at')
('about', 'some', 'of', 'the')
('what', 'i', 'want', 'to')
('the', 'bill', 'we', 'do')
('many', 'of', 'which', 'are')
('say', 'a', 'few', 'words')
('bill', 'moves', 'forward', 'thank')
('moves', 'forward', 'thank', 'you')
('behalf', 'of', 'gpes', 'org')
('i', 'agree', 'with', 'the')
('the', 'bill', 'but', 'we')
('counties', 'of', 'gpe', 'also')
('of', 'the', 'gpe', 'org')
('with', 'the', 'sponsors', 'and')
('of', 'the', 'urban', 'counties')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'urban')
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Successful 4 word phrases for testimonies with "Against" or "Indeterminate" alignment:
4 word phrase (quadgram)
Success Rate
('with', 'public', 'advocates', 'here')
1
('public', 'advocates', 'here', 'to')
1
('advocates', 'here', 'to', 'oppose')
1
('here', 'to', 'oppose', 'along')
1
('to', 'oppose', 'along', 'with')
1
('oppose', 'along', 'with', 'org')
1
('with', 'org', 'org', 'of')
1
('of', 'gpe', 'hi', 'im')
1
('gpe', 'hi', 'im', 'person')
1
('for', 'gpe', 'public', 'counsel')
1
('gpe', 'public', 'counsel', 'act')
1
('public', 'counsel', 'act', 'la')
1
('counsel', 'act', 'la', 'org')
1
('act', 'la', 'org', 'org')
1
('la', 'org', 'org', 'beyond')
1
('org', 'org', 'beyond', 'the')
1
('org', 'beyond', 'the', 'arc')
1
('beyond', 'the', 'arc', 'a')
1
('partnership', 'for', 'justice', 'org')
1
('for', 'justice', 'org', 'coalition')
1
('justice', 'org', 'coalition', 'for')
1
('org', 'coalition', 'for', 'economic')
1
('coalition', 'for', 'economic', 'survival')
1
('for', 'economic', 'survival', 'community')
1
('economic', 'survival', 'community', 'technologies')
1
('survival', 'community', 'technologies', 'community')
1
('community', 'technologies', 'community', 'health')
1
('technologies', 'community', 'health', 'councils')
1
('community', 'health', 'councils', 'org')
1
('health', 'councils', 'org', 'fair')
1
('councils', 'org', 'fair', 'rents')
1
('org', 'fair', 'rents', 'for')
1
('fair', 'rents', 'for', 'gpe')
1
('rents', 'for', 'gpe', 'public')
1
('org', 'esperanza', 'community', 'housing')
1
('esperanza', 'community', 'housing', 'corporation')
1
('community', 'housing', 'corporation', 'person')
1
('housing', 'corporation', 'person', 'org')
1
('corporation', 'person', 'org', 'investing')
1
('person', 'org', 'investing', 'in')
1
('org', 'investing', 'in', 'place')
1
('investing', 'in', 'place', 'jobs')
1
('in', 'place', 'jobs', 'to')
1
('place', 'jobs', 'to', 'move')
1
('jobs', 'to', 'move', 'america')
1

('to', 'move', 'america', 'and')
('move', 'america', 'and', 'cardinal')
('america', 'and', 'cardinal', 'other')
('and', 'cardinal', 'other', 'organizations')
('other', 'organizations', 'that', 'i')
('organizations', 'that', 'i', 'wont')
('that', 'i', 'wont', 'bother')
('i', 'wont', 'bother', 'to')
('wont', 'bother', 'to', 'take')
('bother', 'to', 'take', 'up')
('to', 'take', 'up', 'more')
('take', 'up', 'more', 'time')
('up', 'more', 'time', 'to')
('more', 'time', 'to', 'read')
('time', 'to', 'read', 'thank')
('to', 'read', 'thank', 'you')
('read', 'thank', 'you', 'org')
('thank', 'you', 'org', 'esperanza')
('you', 'org', 'esperanza', 'community')
('gpe', 'org', 'of', 'gpe')
('cardinal', 'other', 'organizations', 'that')
('along', 'with', 'org', 'org')
('org', 'of', 'gpe', 'hi')
('up', 'and', 'down', 'the')
('and', 'down', 'the', 'state')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'cities')
('of', 'the', 'cities', 'of')
('for', 'that', 'reason', 'we')
('thats', 'going', 'to', 'be')
('senators', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
('i', 'have', 'been', 'a')
('person', 'representing', 'org', 'also')
('of', 'org', 'i', 'would')
('this', 'is', 'something', 'that')
('we', 'would', 'argue', 'that')
('chairman', 'person', 'and', 'members')
('was', 'one', 'of', 'the')
('in', 'opposition', 'to', 'this')
('person', 'from', 'org', 'we')
('names', 'person', 'im', 'a')
('have', 'some', 'concerns', 'about')
('and', 'for', 'that', 'reason')
('youre', 'going', 'to', 'have')
('person', 'from', 'org', 'in')
('on', 'a', 'date', 'basis')
('in', 'gpe', 'which', 'is')
('way', 'to', 'do', 'that')
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('from', 'org', 'and', 'we')
('good', 'time', 'person', 'with')
('time', 'person', 'with', 'org')
('org', 'we', 'are', 'also')
('more', 'than', 'happy', 'to')
('i', 'would', 'just', 'add')
('as', 'a', 'result', 'of')
('that', 'theyre', 'going', 'to')
('you', 'would', 'have', 'to')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'norp')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'california')
('we', 'are', 'also', 'in')
('throughout', 'the', 'state', 'of')
('that', 'we', 'have', 'and')
('were', 'one', 'of', 'the')
('one', 'of', 'the', 'cosponsors')
('to', 'come', 'in', 'and')
('of', 'the', 'cosponsors', 'of')
('that', 'would', 'be', 'a')
('do', 'not', 'want', 'to')
('for', 'this', 'reason', 'we')
('this', 'bill', 'seeks', 'to')
('org', 'and', 'org', 'also')
('that', 'we', 'have', 'to')
('we', 'are', 'supportive', 'of')
('im', 'from', 'gpe', 'gpe')
('org', 'county', 'and', 'municipal')
('person', 'with', 'org', 'county')
('with', 'org', 'county', 'and')
('to', 'do', 'that', 'is')
('and', 'members', 'cesar', 'diaz')
('should', 'not', 'have', 'to')
('for', 'a', 'couple', 'of')
('and', 'municipal', 'employees', 'in')
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Successful 5 word phrases for testimonies with "For" or "Indeterminate" alignment:
5 word Phrase (Pentagram)
Success Rate
('that', 'this', 'is', 'going', 'to')
1
('with', 'org', 'in', 'opposition', 'thank')
1
('we', 'ask', 'for', 'your', 'no')
1
('for', 'your', 'no', 'vote', 'on')
1
('you', 'to', 'oppose', 'this', 'bill')
1
('do', 'not', 'have', 'a', 'position')
1
('were', 'opposed', 'to', 'the', 'bill')
1
('opposed', 'to', 'the', 'bill', 'thank')
1
('opposition', 'person', 'on', 'behalf', 'of')
1
('for', 'those', 'reasons', 'were', 'opposed')
1
('represent', 'cardinal', 'regional', 'apartment', 'associations')
1
('and', 'technology', 'association', 'also', 'opposed')
1
('ask', 'you', 'to', 'vote', 'no')
1
('dont', 'have', 'an', 'official', 'position')
1
('we', 'are', 'strongly', 'opposed', 'to')
1
('strongly', 'opposed', 'to', 'this', 'bill')
1
('for', 'those', 'reasons', 'we', 'remain')
1
('we', 'dont', 'have', 'an', 'official')
1
('for', 'these', 'reasons', 'we', 'oppose')
1
('are', 'opposed', 'to', 'this', 'measure')
1
('and', 'org', 'in', 'opposition', 'person')
1
('to', 'this', 'bill', 'thank', 'you')
1
('no', 'vote', 'on', 'this', 'bill')
1
('in', 'opposition', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
1
('are', 'opposed', 'to', 'this', 'bill')
1
('were', 'going', 'to', 'continue', 'to')
1
('with', 'the', 'author', 'and', 'we')
1
('with', 'org', 'in', 'opposition', 'to')
1
('your', 'no', 'vote', 'on', 'this')
1
('person', 'i', 'represent', 'cardinal', 'regional')
1
('oppose', 'this', 'measure', 'thank', 'you')
1
('manufacturers', 'and', 'technology', 'association', 'also')
1
('we', 'do', 'not', 'believe', 'that')
1
('i', 'represent', 'cardinal', 'regional', 'apartment')
1
('not', 'have', 'a', 'position', 'on')
0.916666667
('a', 'position', 'on', 'the', 'bill')
0.909090909
('we', 'dont', 'have', 'a', 'position')
0.888888889
('have', 'a', 'position', 'on', 'the')
0.888888889
('with', 'org', 'we', 'dont', 'have')
0.888888889
('org', 'we', 'do', 'not', 'have')
0.888888889
('we', 'do', 'have', 'some', 'concerns')
0.875
('have', 'some', 'concerns', 'with', 'the')
0.875
('we', 'do', 'not', 'have', 'a')
0.875
('live', 'in', 'gpe', 'and', 'i')
0.857142857
('forward', 'to', 'continuing', 'to', 'work')
0.833333333

('to', 'continuing', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('org', 'we', 'dont', 'have', 'a')
('have', 'an', 'official', 'position', 'on')
('the', 'author', 'and', 'the', 'sponsors')
('like', 'to', 'work', 'with', 'the')
('we', 'look', 'forward', 'to', 'continuing')
('dont', 'have', 'a', 'position', 'on')
('and', 'look', 'forward', 'to', 'continuing')
('you', 'so', 'much', 'for', 'your')
('gpe', 'manufacturers', 'and', 'technology', 'association')
('position', 'on', 'the', 'bill', 'and')
('there', 'are', 'a', 'lot', 'of')
('person', 'person', 'on', 'behalf', 'of')
('to', 'make', 'sure', 'that', 'this')
('continuing', 'to', 'work', 'with', 'the')
('id', 'like', 'to', 'thank', 'the')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'chief', 'probation')
('of', 'org', 'we', 'have', 'a')
('and', 'i', 'just', 'wanted', 'to')
('the', 'provisions', 'of', 'this', 'bill')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'the', 'chief')
('person', 'with', 'org', 'we', 'dont')
('working', 'with', 'the', 'author', 'to')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'we', 'have')
('we', 'continue', 'to', 'work', 'with')
('the', 'chief', 'probation', 'officers', 'of')
('work', 'with', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('not', 'going', 'to', 'be', 'able')
('look', 'forward', 'to', 'continuing', 'to')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'we', 'too')
('mr', 'person', 'person', 'on', 'behalf')
('with', 'the', 'authors', 'office', 'to')
('chief', 'probation', 'officers', 'of', 'gpe')
('of', 'the', 'chief', 'probation', 'officers')
('some', 'of', 'the', 'concerns', 'that')
('cardinal', 'of', 'the', 'things', 'that')
('with', 'the', 'org', 'and', 'the')
('one', 'of', 'the', 'things', 'that')
('of', 'the', 'things', 'that', 'we')
('org', 'i', 'want', 'to', 'thank')
('the', 'gpe', 'manufacturers', 'and', 'technology')
('madame', 'chair', 'and', 'members', 'of')
('of', 'the', 'org', 'for', 'the')
('aye', 'vote', 'on', 'this', 'bill')
('person', 'for', 'his', 'leadership', 'on')
('the', 'intent', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'the', 'urban')
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('do', 'want', 'to', 'thank', 'the')
('org', 'in', 'opposition', 'thank', 'you')
('for', 'the', 'reasons', 'previously', 'stated')
('time', 'person', 'with', 'org', 'were')
('like', 'to', 'thank', 'the', 'org')
('support', 'of', 'the', 'bill', 'thank')
('like', 'to', 'thank', 'the', 'author')
('to', 'echo', 'the', 'comments', 'made')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'org', 'ill')
('his', 'leadership', 'on', 'this', 'issue')
('for', 'your', 'aye', 'vote', 'thank')
('to', 'work', 'with', 'the', 'author')
('of', 'org', 'id', 'like', 'to')
('so', 'for', 'those', 'reasons', 'were')
('org', 'in', 'support', 'of', 'the')
('just', 'want', 'to', 'thank', 'the')
('and', 'members', 'person', 'with', 'the')
('person', 'im', 'with', 'org', 'and')
('much', 'for', 'the', 'opportunity', 'to')
('org', 'i', 'just', 'want', 'to')
('bill', 'moves', 'forward', 'thank', 'you')
('names', 'person', 'im', 'with', 'org')
('with', 'the', 'author', 'and', 'the')
('my', 'names', 'person', 'im', 'with')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'urban', 'counties')
('thank', 'the', 'author', 'for', 'his')
('to', 'come', 'up', 'with', 'a')
('the', 'cap', 'and', 'trade', 'program')
('we', 'are', 'opposed', 'to', 'this')
('want', 'to', 'say', 'that', 'we')
('is', 'person', 'representing', 'org', 'and')
('of', 'org', 'i', 'want', 'to')
('so', 'we', 'urge', 'your', 'support')
('thank', 'you', 'mr', 'person', 'and')
('have', 'a', 'formal', 'position', 'on')
('person', 'with', 'org', 'in', 'support')
('gpe', 'mayor', 'person', 'in', 'support')
('just', 'want', 'to', 'say', 'that')
('there', 'needs', 'to', 'be', 'a')
('of', 'org', 'in', 'opposition', 'thank')
('continue', 'to', 'work', 'with', 'the')
('thank', 'you', 'mr', 'person', 'my')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'org', 'just')
('to', 'be', 'able', 'to', 'do')
('of', 'the', 'bill', 'thank', 'you')
('with', 'org', 'in', 'support', 'of')
('for', 'the', 'org', 'of', 'gpe')
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('of', 'the', 'urban', 'counties', 'of')
('for', 'his', 'leadership', 'on', 'this')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'org', 'id')
('thank', 'you', 'so', 'much', 'for')
('mr', 'chair', 'and', 'members', 'person')
('you', 'mr', 'person', 'and', 'members')
('you', 'to', 'vote', 'yes', 'on')
('person', 'for', 'org', 'in', 'support')
('ask', 'for', 'a', 'no', 'vote')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'we', 'also')
('person', 'here', 'on', 'behalf', 'of')
('committee', 'person', 'on', 'behalf', 'of')
('good', 'time', 'person', 'of', 'org')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'gpes', 'org')
('to', 'thank', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('person', 'with', 'org', 'we', 'are')
('thank', 'the', 'author', 'and', 'his')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'id', 'like')
('to', 'the', 'bill', 'thank', 'you')
('urban', 'counties', 'of', 'gpe', 'also')
('behalf', 'of', 'org', 'i', 'want')
('you', 'mr', 'person', 'my', 'name')
('good', 'time', 'thank', 'you', 'for')
('madam', 'person', 'members', 'person', 'with')
('of', 'the', 'consumer', 'attorneys', 'of')
('working', 'with', 'the', 'author', 'and')
('org', 'also', 'in', 'support', 'of')
('org', 'id', 'like', 'to', 'thank')
('in', 'support', 'of', 'the', 'bill')
('my', 'names', 'person', 'im', 'the')
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Successful 5 word phrases for testimonies with "Against" or "Indeterminate" alignment:
5 word phrase (pentagram)
Success Rate
('to', 'move', 'america', 'and', 'cardinal')
1
('with', 'org', 'org', 'of', 'gpe')
1
('more', 'time', 'to', 'read', 'thank')
1
('to', 'oppose', 'along', 'with', 'org')
1
('councils', 'org', 'fair', 'rents', 'for')
1
('gpe', 'org', 'of', 'gpe', 'hi')
1
('org', 'org', 'beyond', 'the', 'arc')
1
('partnership', 'for', 'justice', 'org', 'coalition')
1
('public', 'advocates', 'here', 'to', 'oppose')
1
('community', 'technologies', 'community', 'health', 'councils')
1
('to', 'take', 'up', 'more', 'time')
1
('thank', 'you', 'org', 'esperanza', 'community')
1
('person', 'with', 'public', 'advocates', 'here')
1
('oppose', 'along', 'with', 'org', 'org')
1
('for', 'gpe', 'public', 'counsel', 'act')
1
('time', 'to', 'read', 'thank', 'you')
1
('here', 'to', 'oppose', 'along', 'with')
1
('of', 'gpe', 'org', 'of', 'gpe')
1
('place', 'jobs', 'to', 'move', 'america')
1
('community', 'health', 'councils', 'org', 'fair')
1
('health', 'councils', 'org', 'fair', 'rents')
1
('gpe', 'public', 'counsel', 'act', 'la')
1
('read', 'thank', 'you', 'org', 'esperanza')
1
('org', 'beyond', 'the', 'arc', 'a')
1
('bother', 'to', 'take', 'up', 'more')
1
('justice', 'org', 'coalition', 'for', 'economic')
1
('i', 'wont', 'bother', 'to', 'take')
1
('jobs', 'to', 'move', 'america', 'and')
1
('esperanza', 'community', 'housing', 'corporation', 'person')
1
('along', 'with', 'org', 'org', 'of')
1
('housing', 'corporation', 'person', 'org', 'investing')
1
('for', 'economic', 'survival', 'community', 'technologies')
1
('in', 'place', 'jobs', 'to', 'move')
1
('up', 'more', 'time', 'to', 'read')
1
('move', 'america', 'and', 'cardinal', 'other')
1
('counsel', 'act', 'la', 'org', 'org')
1
('other', 'organizations', 'that', 'i', 'wont')
1
('for', 'justice', 'org', 'coalition', 'for')
1
('beyond', 'the', 'arc', 'a', 'norp')
1
('that', 'i', 'wont', 'bother', 'to')
1
('org', 'of', 'gpe', 'org', 'of')
1
('you', 'org', 'esperanza', 'community', 'housing')
1
('la', 'org', 'org', 'beyond', 'the')
1
('rents', 'for', 'gpe', 'public', 'counsel')
1
('survival', 'community', 'technologies', 'community', 'health')
1

('technologies', 'community', 'health', 'councils', 'org')
('org', 'org', 'of', 'gpe', 'org')
('advocates', 'here', 'to', 'oppose', 'along')
('take', 'up', 'more', 'time', 'to')
('org', 'of', 'gpe', 'hi', 'im')
('wont', 'bother', 'to', 'take', 'up')
('with', 'public', 'advocates', 'here', 'to')
('community', 'housing', 'corporation', 'person', 'org')
('act', 'la', 'org', 'org', 'beyond')
('economic', 'survival', 'community', 'technologies', 'community')
('america', 'and', 'cardinal', 'other', 'organizations')
('gpe', 'hi', 'im', 'person', 'with')
('org', 'fair', 'rents', 'for', 'gpe')
('and', 'cardinal', 'other', 'organizations', 'that')
('person', 'org', 'investing', 'in', 'place')
('to', 'read', 'thank', 'you', 'org')
('org', 'investing', 'in', 'place', 'jobs')
('org', 'esperanza', 'community', 'housing', 'corporation')
('investing', 'in', 'place', 'jobs', 'to')
('cardinal', 'other', 'organizations', 'that', 'i')
('public', 'counsel', 'act', 'la', 'org')
('corporation', 'person', 'org', 'investing', 'in')
('coalition', 'for', 'economic', 'survival', 'community')
('org', 'coalition', 'for', 'economic', 'survival')
('organizations', 'that', 'i', 'wont', 'bother')
('norp', 'partnership', 'for', 'justice', 'org')
('fair', 'rents', 'for', 'gpe', 'public')
('of', 'gpe', 'hi', 'im', 'person')
('up', 'and', 'down', 'the', 'state')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'the', 'cities')
('behalf', 'of', 'the', 'cities', 'of')
('senators', 'person', 'on', 'behalf', 'of')
('the', 'comments', 'of', 'my', 'colleagues')
('on', 'behalf', 'of', 'org', 'california')
('with', 'org', 'county', 'and', 'municipal')
('with', 'org', 'here', 'date', 'on')
('org', 'county', 'and', 'municipal', 'employees')
('with', 'org', 'also', 'in', 'opposition')
('good', 'time', 'person', 'with', 'org')
('throughout', 'the', 'state', 'of', 'gpe')
('org', 'we', 'are', 'also', 'in')
('with', 'org', 'also', 'in', 'strong')
('mr', 'person', 'and', 'members', 'of')
('time', 'mr', 'person', 'person', 'on')
('one', 'of', 'the', 'cosponsors', 'of')
('time', 'person', 'with', 'org', 'also')
('my', 'names', 'person', 'im', 'a')
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